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Abstract
It is a challenge to provide robust electromyographic signals or patterns for
prosthetic hand systems. This thesis proposes a comprehensive method-
ology to address the challenge with respect to surface electromyographic
signal acquisition, electrode layouts, electromyographic features and user
training strategies. A multi-channel surface electromyography acquisition
platform is customised to conduct researches throughout this thesis.
First of all, a zig electrode layout is proposed to provide more repeatable
electromyographic signals. This electrode layout is instantiated into an
electrode sleeve, which is specially presented to fix the electrodes on the
forearm and acquire forearm muscular activities. Our experiments prove
that zig electrode layout has better electromyographic signal repeatability
than conventional parallel electrode layout in different tests.
Secondly, this thesis establishes a bridge connecting forearm muscles’
functions and multi-channel electromyographic signals by means of elec-
tromyographic map and magnitude-angle feature. The electromyographic
map is proposed to explore how channels of electromyographic signals
correspond to individual forearm muscles. In order to understand hand
motion physiological principles, magnitude-angle feature is presented to
identify the most active muscles during hand motions.
Thirdly, to enhance patients’ ability in generating intuitive prosthetic con-
trol commands, a training strategy based on visual trajectory feedback is
proposed. In the training procedure, users are able to adjust themselves
according to classifier feedback. This training procedure can significantly
improve patients’s ability in generating repeatable electromyographic pat-
tern, no matter the feedback information is able or disable.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As efforts in the development of prosthetic hands with high dexterity come to fruition,
it will be necessary for the appropriate control systems to follow suit (Tenore et al.,
2009). Although modern prosthetic hands, such as I-Limb (Touch bionics Inc., UK),
have the provision of controlling individual fingers, the user interface is still hardly to
implement (Arjunan & Kumar, 2010). The communication interface between users and
the machine is the bottle-neck, which explains why current hand prostheses are very
simple from a biomechanic point of view, even if more sophisticated solutions would
be possible (Matrone et al., 2010). To ensure a massive clinical evaluation and their
commercial exploitation, prosthetic hands should be capable of a robust, reliable, and
intuitive control interface, allowing dexterous control (Cipriani et al., 2011a; Sebelius
et al., 2005).
To interact with a multi-functional prosthetic hand, electromyography (EMG) sig-
nals are usually captured from users’ forearm, where the remaining muscles are still
functionally available. The patterns of EMG signals (EMG patterns) of forearm mus-
cles contain information about users’ intentions. Pattern recognition (PR) approaches
can be applied to transfer EMG patterns into control commands to activate prosthetic
manipulations, which is termed as PR-based control in this thesis. PR-based control
can extract more information from the available muscles than conventional methods
(i.e. proportional control), and it is also possible to provide more natural and intuitive
control than some traditional approaches (i.e. on/off control, finite-state machine con-
trol). Although high recognition accuracy is achieved in literatures through advanced
1
1.1 Problems and Challenges
features and classifiers, PR-based control is hardly transferred into clinical applica-
tions, since system robustness evaluation is usually neglected.
This chapter presents problems and challenges of surface EMG based PR prosthetic
hand control interface, the approaches and contributions of this thesis, and the outline
of this thesis.
1.1 Problems and Challenges
PR-based control cannot supply sufficient robustness for prosthetic hand manipulation,
because an intended hand motion might be incorrectly classified into another motion
and this motion is totally different with the intended one in physics. This phenomenon
would be more and more significant with time, if a classifier is not retrained. This sec-
tion concludes several problems and challenges of the robustness of an surface EMG
(sEMG) PR-based prosthetic hand interaction.
1. An effectiveness of a research platform somewhat determines the progress of sci-
entific research. In the field of sEMG signal acquisition, there are several com-
mercially available sEMG acquisition systems, but none of them supply open
source hardware and application programming interfaces. In addition, commer-
cial sEMG systems are designed for common purposes, and thus the studies
based on these systems are hardly to be implemented in clinic.
2. Electrode is the priority of an sEMG capturing system, because it is the inter-
medium that connects a machine with the human body. Any instability of the
electrode to skin contact can induce severe problems. However, the importance
of the electrode configuration is somewhat neglected in the field of sEMG signal
acquisition for myoelectric prosthetic hand manipulation. Traditional electrode
configuration is very sensitive to electrode displacement, which results in low
classification accuracy and long training time before daily use of a prosthesis.
An ideal electrode configuration should be reliable, immune to electrodes dis-
placement, effective skin-electrode contact and easy to be integrated in prosthe-
sis cavity.
2
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3. EMG features are usually extracted to measure the amplitude or frequency of
EMG signals, and multi-channel EMG features form an EMG pattern. EMG
patterns are fed as input to a classifier for recognising users’ intentions. In the
above procedure, physical meanings of an EMG feature are usually neglected. In
fact, the exportation of physical meanings of EMG patterns in anatomy can pro-
vide prior knowledge for classifiers, and meanwhile promote the understanding
of the nature of a phenomenon.
4. Characteristics of sEMG signals vary with time, and make every PR-based sys-
tem face exponentially rising error over long-time operation (Oskoei & Hu,
2007). Many literatures that focus on PR prosthetic hand control usually adapt
off-line analysis, through algorithms suitable for real-time processing and clas-
sification, which cannot help to solve this problem. If the changes of sEMG
signals is inevitable, two approaches can be applied to deal with this problem.
One solution is to adjust PR-based system according to the changes of signal
input, which is usually termed as an adaptive system. The other solution is
to adjust users themselves through proper training strategies so that consistent
EMG patterns can be generated according to users’ intentions.
1.2 Overview of Approaches and Contributions
Accordingly, four main contributions of this thesis are listed below.
1. This thesis proposes a multi-channel sEMG acquisition system that is specially
designed to capture forearm sEMG signals. The device owns up to 16 EMG
channels, with individual analog filters and amplifiers. The sampling frequency
and resolution are 1 kHz and 12 bits, respectively. The amplification gain can
be adjusted in hardware. All the experiments carried out in this thesis are based
on this sEMG system. A comparison with other commercial systems in terms
of wearability, channel number, amplification gain, noise level, etc., shows its
advantages.
2. A wearable sEMG electrode sleeve with zig electrode layout is proposed to ad-
dress the problem of electrode displacement. The electrode sleeve works to-
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gether with the above sEMG acquisition system. It owns the advantages of wear-
ability, dry electrodes and reusability. The zig electrode layout can supply better
sEMG signal repeatability than traditional parallel electrode layout. Related ex-
periment has comprehensively proved this point by EMG signal waveform shape
repeatability analysis, within and between class distance repeatability analysis,
and EMG pattern repeatability analysis.
3. A multi-channel EMG signal based magnitude-angle (MA) feature is proposed
to establish the relationship between EMG signals and muscles’ functionality.
The basis of MA feature is the EMG map that displays the amplitude of each
channel of EMG signal in colours. Different from amplitude model EMG signal
visualisation, EMG map can demonstrate multi-channel EMG signals in spacial
domain. Additionally, this thesis also evaluates the use of EMG feature normal-
isation and scaling, and find that EMG feature nonlinear scaling can improve
EMG pattern discriminability.
4. The concept of classifier feedback is presented to address the problem of rising
error over long-time use of an EMG PR-based control system. The thought is
to provide users with classifier information in real-time while testing, on which
users can adjust themselves to pursue accurate control commands. However,
direct final decision feedback (FDF) cannot achieve great hand motion classi-
fication accuracy increase, and thus this thesis proposes visual trajectory feed-
back (VTF), from which users can obtain more classifier related informations.
Moreover, two training strategies are proposed: FDF training strategy and VTF
training strategy. After a period of training via VTF training strategy, users can
achieve better classification accuracy, even when feedback is disable.
1.3 Outline of Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows.
Chapter 2 surveys the state-of-the-art bio-signal acquisition technologies in inter-
acting prosthetic hand manipulation. Section 2.3 reviews PR-based myoelectric pros-
thetic hand interaction, involving EMG features, classifiers and online training meth-
ods. In the end, this chapter outlines some research challenges and future directions, as
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well as the potential solutions to these challenges. The aim of this chapter is to provide
readers a systemic and comprehensive understanding of the background of this thesis.
Chapter 3 firstly introduces the theoretical background of sEMG signal acquisi-
tion. The equivalent circuits of eletrode-skin impedance and capacitive coupling are
illustrated, based on which sEMG noise sources are discussed. The theoretical under-
standing underlies the technical development of a single channel sEMG signal ampli-
fier. The amplifier consists of a passive low-pass filter, an instrumentation amplifier, a
positive band-pass filter, a positive notch filter and a main amplifier. Section 3.3 dis-
cusses these components. The next part introduces a multi-channel sEMG acquisition
system involving a multi-channel combination strategy, a micro-control unit, EMG
signal sampling and organisation, and a digital filter to remove power line noises. Fi-
nally, an sEMG electrode sleeve that is specially designed to cover forearm muscles is
demonstrated.
Chapter 4 mainly focuses on EMG map and MA feature. This chapter starts with
an introduction of seven classic EMG features. The feature performance is evaluated in
the context of incremental window technique. Additionally, an EMG feature normal-
isation and nonlinear scaling approach are proposed to investigate its functionality in
enhancing EMG PR-based hand motion classification accuracy. Section 4.6 describes
the EMG map and the MA feature. The former is to visually display the forearm mus-
cular activities, while the latter explains the relationship between muscle recruitments
and hand motions.
Chapter 5 investigates some factors influencing sEMG signal repeatability and the
solutions to address them. The sEMG data are collected from two subjects, two elec-
trode layouts and three different days. Signal repeatability is tested across subjects and
sessions by waveform shape analysis, EMG pattern analysis and within class distance
analysis. The experimental results highlight the importance of EMG signal normali-
sation, EMG feature and electrode layout. This chapter also proves that zig electrode
layout can provide higher EMG signal repeatability than traditional parallel electrode
layout, especially in inter-day and inter-subject test.
Chapter 6 introduces the concepts of classifier feedback, FDF and VTF, and two
training strategies to improve sEMG pattern repeatability. An experimental methodol-
ogy is proposed to evaluate the usefulness of these two training strategies. The experi-
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mental results and some discussions are presented in sections 6.4 and 6.5, and empha-
sise that classifier feedback can assist users generating repeatable EMG patterns.
Chapter 7 summaries the thesis with a discussion of the contributions and future
work.
6
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
Functionality, controllability and cosmetics are the key issues to be addressed in or-
der to accomplish a successful functional substitution of the human hand by means
of a prosthesis (Matrone et al., 2010). Current commercial prosthetic hands generally
fall into two groups: passive/cosmetic and active/functional prosthetic hands. An ac-
tive hand prosthesis can be voluntarily actuated by the patient wearing it (Castellini
& van der Smagt, 2009), which can be either body-powered or electrically powered
(Pulliam et al., 2011). To successfully manipulate a prosthetic hand ideally, the pa-
tient must be able to enforce the correct grasping type with proper grasping force and
meanwhile have a perceptional feedback of each manipulation. Traditional input de-
vices for electrically powered prosthesis (Lake & Dodson, 2006), such as slider type
input device, force-sensing resistors, etc., can guarantee robustness, but the functions
are simple and the control is not intuitive.
In order to interact with a multifunctional prosthetic hand intuitively, bio signals
that control the human hand can be translated into commands for robotic hand manip-
ulation. This chapter reviews the latest bio signals acquisition approaches, PR-based
interaction technologies, and some challenges and directions of this area.
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2.2 Technologies for Bio-signal Acquisition
As far as human machine interfaces (HMIs) are concerned, invasive and non-invasive
interfaces are two categories. Generally, invasive approaches need surgery to place
electrodes in the human body, like needle EMG interface, electrocorticography (ECoG),
peripheral nervous interfaces (PNIs), whereas non-invasive interfaces connect elec-
trodes and the human body via skin surface, such as surface EMG interface, elec-
troencephalogram (EEG), mechnomyography (MMG), etc. Invasive interfaces can
deliver higher quality of bio-signals than that of non-invasive interface, but may re-
quire surgery and induce pain to patients. By contrast, non-invasive interfaces are easy
to handle and maintain, but require a better signal conditioning. For both invasive
and non-invasive strategy, a variety of body sensing techniques have been employed
to provide different bio-signals for interacting dexterous artificial hands. Recently,
multi-modal sensing techniques are developed to comprehensively acquire bio-signals,
like the combinations of EMG interfaces and accelerometers, MMG interfaces and ac-
celerometers, and EEG interfaces and ECoG interfaces. Literatures have proved that
multi-sensing technology can interpret hand motions with higher accuracy.
2.2.1 Electromyography (EMG)
Electromyography is a technique for evaluating and recording the activation signal of
muscles and it reflects an electrical manifestation of contractions of muscles (Jiang
et al., 2012; Khezri & Jahed, 2009), and a record of the EMG signal is called an
electromyogram. In detail, the resulting EMG signals are the summation of the action
potentials discharged by the active muscle fibres in the proximity of the recording elec-
trodes (Jiang et al., 2012). The large number of remaining muscles in an amputation
stump hides a sleeping potential for the generation of specific patterns of EMG sig-
nals corresponding to complex hand movements (Sebelius et al., 2005), which is the
hypothesis of any myoelectric control systems (MCSs).
EMG is divided into two main groups: needle/intramuscular/internal EMG and sur-
face EMG (sEMG). To obtain needle EMG signal, needle electrodes need to be inserted
through the skin into the muscle tissue, and thus not many studies (Cipriani et al., 2014)
apply needle EMG signals for prosthetic hand control. Cipriani et al. (2014) have suc-
cessfully employed four intramuscular electrodes targeting four muscles to control four
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DoFs simultaneously in real-time. sEMG, a technique by which muscle activation po-
tentials are gathered by electrodes placed on the patients’ skin; these potentials can
be used to track which muscles the patient is willing to activate, and with what force
(Castellini & van der Smagt, 2009). Although needle EMG has less muscular crosstalk
allowing for more independent control sites, the results show that there is no signifi-
cant difference in classification accuracy between needle EMG and sEMG technique
in wrist and grip movement discrimination (Hargrove et al., 2007). Till, sEMG signals
have attracted remarkable attention in the design and manufacturing of artificial limbs
(Rafiee et al., 2011). Some issues towards the development of surface EMG based
artificial hands are discussed in review (Ryait et al., 2009). Literatures of EMG signal
based prosthetic hand interaction are concluded in Appendix B.
In 2004, Kuiken et al. (2004) present a surgical technique called targeted mus-
cle reinnervation (TMR) that transfers residual arm nerves to alternative muscle sites.
Once reinnervated, these muscles serve as biological amplifiers of motor commands
from the transferred arm nerves and provide physiologically appropriate EMG signals
for control of the prosthetic elbow, wrist, and hand (Kuiken et al., 2009). The prosthetic
hand control after TMR using EMG can supply several advantages, like intuitiveness
(Englehart & Hudgins, 2003; Kuiken et al., 2007), high level amputation satisfaction
(Kuiken et al., 2007), sensory feedback (Kuiken et al., 2007; Marasco et al., 2009;
Sensinger et al., 2009), efficient simultaneous multiple degrees of freedoms (DOF)
control (Miller et al., 2008).
As far as MCSs are concerned, the quality of EMG signals should be taken into
account. EMG signal is non-stationary (Rafiee et al., 2011) and easy to be contami-
nated by a wide variety of factors, not only like ambient noises, motion artefacts, but
also physiological and anatomical properties (Phinyomark et al., 2013). Therefore,
advanced signal processing technology should be considered to deal with signal vari-
ability. As discussed by Hargrove et al. (2007), there are two major approaches that
can be pursued to increase the accuracy of prosthetic controllers: 1) use signal process-
ing to extract more information from the input signals; or 2) provide more informative
raw signals to the controller.
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2.2.2 Brain-machine Interfaces
Human brain stores a “body map” of the different parts of our body. Thus if a person
loses a hand, his or her “body map” remains intact and produces phantom sensations
that permit the person to feel like still having a hand (Donnelly et al., 2005). A brain-
machine interface (BMI), or brain-computer interface (BCI), can be defined as any sys-
tem able to monitor brain activity and translate persons’ intentions into commands to
an artificial actuator or an external device in a non-muscular communication approach,
instead of being sent to the physiological musculo-skeletal effectors (Collinger et al.,
2012; Gu et al., 2009; Tonet et al., 2008). It benefits patients who lost voluntary muscle
control whereas the sensory, emotional and cognitive processing remain largely intact
(Gu et al., 2009).
BMIs can be either invasive or non-invasive. Invasive recordings measure the brain
electrical activity on the surface of the cortex or within the cortex, like electrocor-
ticography (ECoG) . Non-invasive recordings are obtained as electrical or magnetic
activity from the scalp (Gu et al., 2009), like EEG, magnetoencephalography (MEG),
etc. Compared with invasive methods, non-invasive HBIs present a great advantage
that it does not expose the patient to the risks of brain surgery (Yang et al., 2012) how-
ever human brain signals collected non-invasively are of low spatial resolution, and are
susceptible to artefacts from other sources (Yanagisawa et al., 2011).
2.2.2.1 Electroencephalography (EEG)
Currently, EEG is the most popular noninvasive BCIs because it is inexpensive and
mobile (Kauhanen et al., 2006a). However, there is still a long way to go to achieve
robust prosthetic control by EEG signals. Current literatures are still focusing on hand
motion discrimination. Agashe & Contreras-Vidal (2011) propose an approach to de-
sign EEG-based decoders that can reconstruct finger and thumb joint angles during a
reach-to grasp task with 76% accuracy from EEG signals. Mohamed et al. (2011) show
that the average accuracies of 65% and 71%, respectively, with 5 selected executed and
imagined movements for each hand can be achieved by EEG signal analysis. Tombini
et al. (2012) demonstrate that the information gathered from EEG signals can signif-
icantly improve the classification performance by identifying the exact timing of the
motor command within EEG signals. Bradberry et al. (2009) decode hand position,
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velocity, and acceleration from 55-channel EEG signals that acquired during three-
dimensional center-out reaching of five subjects, and obtain overall mean correlation
coefficients, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.3 between measured and reconstructed position, velocity
and acceleration, respectively.
To improve the practical application of EEG, reducing the number of channels can
be a good choice. By selecting 6 out of 32 channels, Yang et al. (2012) achieve a
classification accuracy of about 86% for the response correctness classification and
82% for the actual responding hand classification, respectively, and these figures are
even higher then that of using more channels. This is probably because the channels
containing irrelevant/noisy data are removed. Therefore, the selection of appropriate
channels for EEG pattern classification is likely to obtain a higher classification accu-
racy, and faulty signal evaluation method and channel selection mechanism should be
established.
However, compared with EMG based hand motion discrimination, EEG based clas-
sification accuracy is much lower. Besides, patients are less likely to wear scalp elec-
trode systems throughout the day (Chestek et al., 2013).
2.2.2.2 Electrocorticography (ECoG)
ECoG places electrode directly on the exposed surface of the brain to record electrical
activity from the cerebral cortex, as seen in Fig. 2.1. Comparing with intracortical
electrodes, it is of advantages: lower clinical risk, greater long-term stability; and
comparing with EEG, it can obtain higher spatial resolution, bandwidth (Fifer et al.,
2012), singal-to-noise ratio (Yanagisawa et al., 2011) and less attenuation in the higher
spectrum (Tonet et al., 2008). As such, among the possible cortical signals available
for BMIs, ECoG offers one of the most clinically feasible options (Yanagisawa et al.,
2012). More importantly, ECoG may present an advantage on finger movements, be-
cause finger representations are more spread out in the cortex (Chestek et al., 2013).
To drive different prosthetic movements, the existing signals in the motor cortex that
are already associated with finger movements and grasps can be utilised, and ECoG
signals that indirect driving hand motions, like tongue movements, can be modulated
as well (Chestek et al., 2013). But the former approach is not intuitive.
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Figure 2.1: The clinical surgery of implanting ECoG electrode array, source: by Fifer
et al. (2012)
Pioneers who pursue to decode hand or finger motions by ECoG have shown great
confidence in controlling prosthetic hands. Collinger et al. (2012) implanted two in-
tracortical microelectrode arrays, each with 96-electrode in the participants’ left motor
cortex, and after a period of training, the participant was able to use the prosthetic
limb to do skilful and coordinated reach and grasp movements. Chestek et al. (2013)
have achieved classification accuracy at 68%, 84% and 81% for identifying 5 isometric
hand postures offline from three participants who were undergoing intractable epilepsy.
Online experiments by this group on classifying fist versus rest were successfully clas-
sified on 97% of trials. Yanagisawa et al. (2011) used the power modulations of the
ECoG signal to control the prosthetic hand with movements that mimicked the pa-
tients’ hand movements. Offline cross-validation analysis of the ECoG data measured
during the calibration period reveals that the state and movement type of the patients’
hand were predicted with an accuracy of 79.6% and 68.3%, respectively. In the follow-
ing year, Yanagisawa et al. (2012) demonstrate the successful control of a prosthetic
arm with support vector machine (SVM) and another decoder, which accurately in-
ferred various movement types from the ECoG signals of patients with motor dysfunc-
tions. To achieve real-time ECoG control with high accuracy, Benz et al. (2012) used
time-varying dynamic Bayesian networks to determine connectivity between ECoG
channels in humans during a motor task. Moreover, Fifer et al. (2012) also demon-
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strate that complex movements can be decoded from a patient’s ECoG signal.
Five future directions on ECoG are concluded by Fifer et al. (2012): improving the
resolution of ECoG arrays, maturation of decoding algorithms, provision of proprio-
ceptive and touch feedback, fully implanted ECoG systems and ethical considerations.
2.2.2.3 Other BMIs
Other technologies recording brain activities include MEG measuring neuromagnetic
signals, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) testing blood oxygen level-
dependent responses and near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) evaluating the activity-
related brain oxygenation (Yanagisawa et al., 2011). Several studies based on the
above technologies have been completed to demonstrate their potential as BMIs to
interact prosthetic hand via decoding signal patterns of hand related motions.
Sugata et al. (2012) used MEG signals to classify three types of right upper limb
movements: grasping, pinching and elbow flexion, and obtained an average accuracy
66±10%. Kauhanen et al. (2006b) used MEG signals to classify the motions of lifting
the left, right or both index fingers, and achieved accuracies at 80%-94%(two-category,
left vs. right) and 57%-67% (three-category, left, right, both). Quandt et al. (2012) find
that the MEG decoding accuracy is more robust than EEG’s performance during a task
of classifying finger motions by pressing a single button with different fingers. But an-
other study conducted by Kauhanen et al. (2006a) shows that classification accuracies
of three index finger movements based on MEG and EEG are similar.
Maruishi et al. (2004) used fMRI to localise activation in human brain during ma-
nipulation of the virtual EMG prosthetic hand and found that it might be recognised
in the brain as a high-performance alternative to a real hand. Lee et al. (2009) demon-
strate that it is possible to realise MRI-based real-time control of the robotic arm only
through subjects’ thought processes.
Although MEG and fMRI are able to provide pattern signals for controlling ex-
ternal devices, MEG devices and fMRI scanners are expensive, immobile (Lee et al.,
2009; Tonet et al., 2008). Moreover, MEG devices are extremely vulnerable to body-
generated and urban magnetic noise, when operating outside magnetically shielded
rooms (Tonet et al., 2008; Yanagisawa et al., 2011). Therefore, MEG and fMRI are
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not suitable as portable HMIs for amputees to interact prosthetic hands, except when a
great breakthrough of sensing technologies can be achieved.
Conversely, NIRS-based BMIs are inexpensive and portable (Coyle et al., 2004;
Piper et al., 2014), but no study reports NIRS can capture discriminative hand motion
patterns yet. It should be noted that NIR not only can be used as a BMI, but also
can be utilised to identify muscular activities. During contraction, the NIRS feature
would show an amplitude change, which is caused by the blood reflux into the muscle
(Herrmann et al., 2012). Several researches regarding fusion of EMG and NIR signals
for prosthetic control will be discussed in section 2.2.6.
2.2.3 Electroneurography (ENG)
Different form TMR approach, which reconnection of peripheral nerves to other less
functional muscles, PNIs directly capture bio-signals from peripheral nervous system
(PNS) via the use of implanting electrodes, such as longitudinal intra-fascicular elec-
trodes (Micera et al., 2011), and a recording of nervous signals is called an ENG signal.
A good review of neural machine interfaces for controlling multifunctional powered
upper-limb prostheses is by Ohnishi et al. (2007). Clinical peripheral nerve electrodes
can be classified into three groups: intraneural, extraneural and miscellaneous, as dis-
cussed in (Navarro et al., 2005; Ohnishi et al., 2007). The use of invasive neural in-
terfaces directly connected to PNS is appealing because it is able to provide an almost
“physio-logical” condition in which efferent and afferent fibres, previously connected
with the natural hand, may return to their role in controlling a prosthetic limb/hand
(Micera et al., 2011). Both the extraction of motor information and the restoration of
sensory function are possible (Micera et al., 2009). Compared with TMR, PNIs do
not need a major surgical intervention and the use of a grid of surface electrodes. In
addition, PNIs can be applied to spinal cord injury patients, on whom EMG signals
cannot be readily obtained (Chestek et al., 2013).
To implement the task of artificial hand manipulation by amputees, classical ap-
proaches are to use EMG signals, while the increasing interest is to use neural signals
directly (Thakor & He, 2008). Dhillon & Horch (2005) first demonstrated the di-
rect neural feedback and direct neural control of an artificial arm in amputees. Their
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approach allows amputees to both judge and set grip force and joint position in an ar-
tificial arm. Dhillon et al. (2005) show that while the amputees were able to improve
volitional control of motor neurone activity, the rate of pattern changes was similar
to that seen with practice in normal individuals on motor tasks. Rossini et al. (2010)
achieved real-time control of motor output for three actions using multiple electrodes in
different nerves with numerous contacts, and the correct classification reached >85%.
Recent development by Micera et al. (2011) demonstrates that motor information, like
grip types and single finger movements, could be extracted from PNIs and users could
improve their ability to govern motor commands over time. The accuracy of classifying
three grips plus a rest reached to 85%. Carpaneto et al. (2011) achieved classification
accuracies up to 96±3.61%, 89.67±2.25% and 85% (1 grips, 2 grips and 3 grips vs
rest) using the best combination of channels, and the accuracies are comparable with
EMG-based classification.
Therefore, it is possible to achieve direct neural control of prostheses, and the con-
trol can be intuitive and adaptive, involving the subjects’ complete sensory, motor, and
cognitive capabilities (Fifer et al., 2012). However, a big issue of PNIs is long-term
usability, since PNIs cannot maintain a high level command output and sensory per-
ception during a long period (Rossini et al., 2010).
2.2.4 Sonomyography (SMG)
Ultrasound (US) imaging, also being known as medical US, is a noninvasive technique
to visualise the structure of the human body inside, while using ultrasound imaging to
determine target muscle contraction is termed SMG (Castellini et al., 2012). Medical
US is a well-established ultrasound based imaging technique to visualise internal body
structures. For several decades, US imaging techniques have been successfully ap-
plied in detecting forearm musculoskeletal disorders as a diagnostic tool (Cooperberg
et al., 1978). Recently, there is a trend that researchers start to employ US as HMIs
to control external devices, like a prosthetic hand. Comparing with widely applied
sEMG-based HMIs, US is capable of detecting deep muscle activities, which is the
essential advantage of SMG, since a human hand is controlled by both the superficial
and deep muscles on the dorsal and ventral sides of the forearm. In addition, US also
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overcomes the inherent weakness of electromagnetic bio-signals, like EMG, EEG, etc.,
all of which are easily contaminated by electronic interference, like power-line noises.
Interpretation and translation in morphological changes of the human forearm are
pivot in the control of a robotic prosthesis, which has attracted great attention by re-
searchers. In the case of contraction, muscle thicknesses increases while reducing its
length. These changes can be measured by analysing the ultrasound images. Liter-
atures have adopted US methods to establish the relationship between muscle con-
traction force, joint torque and angle. Fukumoto et al. (2009) have proved that US is
able to successfully identify muscle volume changes and estimate muscular strength.
Castellini et al. (2012) show that there is a clear linear relationship between the fea-
tures, and finger positions, expressed as angles at the metacarpo-phalangeal joints.
Zheng et al. (2006) demonstrate that the selected echo features of US images can be
employed to establish the relationship between wrist extension angle and the percent-
age of muscle deformation.
Moreover, researchers also start to predict and recognise simple wrist (Huang et al.,
2007) and finger (Shi et al., 2010; Sikdar et al., 2014; Zarka, 2011) movements. In
(Huang et al., 2007), wrist angle was evaluated by tracking features in a window of B-
mode ultrasound images. Zarka (2011) conducted a notable research to predict finger
movements. Shi et al. (2010) utilise Horn-Schunk optical flow algorithm to identify
five-finger flexions from US images Sikdar et al. (2014) also disclose the success of
individual finger movement classification with 98% accuracy in healthy subjects using
a standard ultrasound probe.
Above studies are based on well known brightness mode (B-mode) US, and im-
age processing technologies are usually required to better understand the US images.
Other studies also employ A-mode US (Chang et al., 2008; Guo et al., 2008) and
time-of-flight US (Tanaka et al., 2003; Tsutsui et al., 2007) to detect muscle contrac-
tion. By utilising A-mode US, Guo et al. (2008) and Chang et al. (2008) have clearly
highlighted the linear relationship between muscle contraction and A-mode 1D single
element US feature, while this relationship is non-linear in the EMG signal. In (Tanaka
et al., 2003), a relationship between force and elbow angle has been observed by a spe-
cially designed cuff fixed with 200KHz US transducers measuring the time of flight of
US signals across a muscle. Tsutsui et al. (2007) claim that it is possible to recognise
human joint motion using ultrasound pulse echo.
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2.2.5 Mechnomyography (MMG)
MMG is a non-invasive muscle activity detection method, also being known as vi-
bromyography and acoustic-myogram (phono-myography). It measures and quantifies
lateral oscillations generated by dimensional changes in active muscle fibres at a fre-
quency ranging from 5 Hz to 100 Hz (Ni et al., 2012). These signals can be detected
by microphones or low mass accelerometer (Cole et al., 2006). Recently, MMG sig-
nals have been studied for pain monitoring, tracking of muscle fatigue, measurement
of muscle contractility in myopathic disease, and prosthetic upper-limb control (Alves
& Chau, 2008).
It is reported that there is not much difference between EMG and MMG when
performing detection tasks of forearm flexions and extensions, while the MMG has the
potential to detect weaker contractions than the EMG (Silva et al., 2004). Besides, the
contraction force (Cole et al., 2006) or torque (Lei et al., 2011; Ni et al., 2012) can be
estimated by processing MMG signals. Lei et al. (2011) find that the root mean square
(RMS) of MMG increased monotonously and the frequency variance decreased under
incremental voluntary contraction. Thus both of RMS and frequency variance can be
employed as input signals for external devices. Cole et al. (2006) successfully used
two wavelet components of MMG signals to predict the isometric contraction force
of brachioradialis muscle, and their results show that MMG is better in estimating the
force rather than gestures as vibratory signals are prominent with increasing force.
Ni et al. (2012) collected sEMG, MMG and US images simultaneously to investigate
features during voluntary isometric ramp contraction of rectus femoris muscle, and
results show that MMG and EMG have a close relation with torque.
MMG is further extended to the area of hand motion recognition. A study con-
ducted by Zeng et al. (2009) shows that the statistical classification average accuracy
rate of 79.66%±7.32% can be achieved when recognising four hand motion patterns
using single MMG transducer fixed to upper arm, where 11 original features of MMG
were extracted, principle components analysis was employed to reduce feature dimen-
sion, and quadratic discriminant analysis was utilised for recognition.
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2.2.6 Multiple Sensory Fusion
Using uni-modual EMG signal to estimate hand motions would deteriorate by arm
postures, weight of the prosthesis, etc. As shown by Cipriani et al. (2011b), traditional
PR systems do not allow the separation of the effects of the weight of a prosthesis
because a sEMG pattern caused by the simple lifting or moving of the prosthesis is
misclassified into a hand control movement. Fougner et al. (2011b); Scheme et al.
(2010) demonstrate that hand motion classification accuracy is strongly dependent on
limb position, which may be caused by variations in muscle recruitment or muscle
geometry. Relevant studies introduce inertial transducer, like accelerometer, to solve
this problem. Fougner et al. (2011a) show that adding additional accelerometers out-
performs adding EMG channel in a two EMG channel controlled prosthetic system.
Fougner et al. (2011b); Gijsberts et al. (2014) demonstrate that accelerometer signals
can improve hand motion classification accuracy. Therefore, accelerometers, which are
relatively cheap, small, robust to noises, and easy to integrate in a prosthetic socket,
can be utilised to improve the robustness of artificial hand manipulation.
In terms of signal fusion, two approaches were utilised in (Scheme et al., 2010).
One strategy is named dual-stage approach, which identifies the hand position using
single accelerometer data, then recognises the hand motion on the basis of the hand
position information. The other method combines time domain (TD) features of EMG
and the average value of accelerometers by means of extending a feature vector. The
second method is also utilised in (Fougner et al., 2011a) to improve hand motion classi-
fication accuracy. Moreover, accelerometer signals have also been integrated in MMG
based prosthesis control system as well. In (Silva et al., 2003), the root mean square
(RMS) of accelerometer signals is used as a dynamic threshold acting on MMG to
detect muscle contraction.
The EMG signal is sensitive to muscle fatigue, and results in faulty classification
of hand motions. A recent approach that measures muscle fatigue is NIRS (Sakudo
et al., 2006), and it can be utilised as a compensation of muscle fatigue effects for any
EMG based motion classifiers. The experimental results in(Attenberger & Buchen-
rieder, 2012; Herrmann & Buchenrieder, 2010; Herrmann et al., 2012) show that the
combination of both EMG and NIR sensors provides better classification results. In
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fusion of both signals, Herrmann & Buchenrieder (2010); Herrmann et al. (2012) pro-
pose a NIRSRMS feature that combines a weighted NIR signal with the RMS feature
of EMG signals:
NIRSRMS = RMS ×NIRS (2.1)
The combination of non-invasive EEG signals and invasive recording of nerve mo-
tor outputs could provide robust nature and bidirectional multimodal BMIs. Rossini
& Rossini (2010) show that the information gathered from EEG signals is able to sig-
nificantly improve ENG signal based classification performance, which implies that
hand-related activities can be decoded by a combined analysis of motor-related sig-
nals simultaneously gathered via intraneural electrodes implanted into the PNS and
scalp recorded EEG signals to govern a dexterous hand prosthesis. The setup of mul-
timodal HMIs could theoretically restore sensorimotor functions for amputees whoes
“Thoughts to Actions” path is interrupted before the transfer to the skeleton-muscular
actuators. Tombini et al. (2012) also demonstrate that movement classification perfor-
mance can be improved by focusing ENG in an EEG-driven time window.
2.3 Pattern Recognition based Myoelectric Prosthetic
Hand Control
To implement myoelectric prostheses interaction, several approaches can be utilised,
like the on/off method, proportional control, state machines and PR-based methods.
Proportional control has been successfully accepted by clinical applications. A com-
prehensive review of terminology and proportional myoelectric control is by Fougner
et al. (2012). PR-based methods offer a means of extracting more information from the
available muscles than conventional methods, and therefore, it is possible to provide
more natural, reliable control of myoelectric prostheses (Daley et al., 2012). The pat-
terns of EMG signals are repeatable and contain information about intended activities,
and one of the challenging tasks in prosthetic device is the accuracy of discriminating
actual motions from EMG signals (Geethanjali & Ray, 2011).
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2.3.1 EMG Features
PR myoelectric control is generally divided into four phases: data segmentation, fea-
ture extraction, classification and activation, as described by Oskoei & Hu (2007).
Generally, data segmentation is the first step for PR-based myoelectric control, based
on which various EMG features can be extracted. In addition, data segmentation is
closely relevant to systemic response time and the classification accuracy. Oskoei &
Hu (2007) have theoretically discussed data segmentation technologies. The aim of
feature extraction is to reduce the dimensionality of digitalized EMG signals by map-
ping these large-dimension objects into a smaller-dimensional space (Orosco et al.,
2013). Ideally, these features should be simple to extract, invariant to irrelevant trans-
formations, insensitive to noises, and useful for characterising and discriminating mo-
tion patterns (Dalley et al., 2012; Orosco et al., 2013). It has been shown that the
success of any PR-based system relies heavily on the choice of features rather than a
classifier (Engelhart et al., 1999; Oskoei & Hu, 2007; Tenore et al., 2009).
From literatures, EMG features can be separated into several groups: TD feature,
frequency-domain (FD) feature or spectral domain, and time-scale or time-frequency
domain (TFD) (Oskoei & Hu, 2007; Phinyomark et al., 2013). In theory, time-frequency
features can present better results in EMG PR applications due to the effect of combin-
ing TD and FD analyses, which yields a potentially more revealing picture of the tem-
poral localisation of a signal’s spectral characteristics (Khezri & Jahed, 2007). How-
ever, a majority of studies are still using TD features because of easy extraction from
raw EMG time series without any transformation (Phinyomark et al., 2013). Recently,
Phinyomark et al. (2013) investigate the behaviour of fifty TD and FD features to clas-
sify ten upper limb motions using EMG data recorded during 21 days, and find sample
entropy (SampEn) outperforms other features.
Dimensionality reduction is also in the scope of feature extraction, and its function
is twofold (Khushaba et al., 2009): 1) reduce data size to meet the requirement of real-
time performance; 2) reduce the effect of overlapping patterns in the discrimination
process to increase classification accuracy.
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2.3.2 Classifiers
The effectiveness of a classifier is considered as higher accuracy, less computing time
and less storage space (Geethanjali & Ray, 2011). In the survey (Oskoei & Hu, 2007),
a variety of classifiers are discussed. Atzori et al. (2014); Castellini & van der Smagt
(2009) report that SVM has been found to be the most robust method regardless of the
type of features, especially when larger training sets are used.
Although great efforts have been made on PR-based prosthetic control, no clini-
cally viable system has implemented till now (Amsuss et al., 2014). Recent literatures
highlight a disparity between classification accuracy and the usability of PR-based
hand motion classification (Scheme et al., 2011). There exists a gap between industry
and literature. To narrow this gap, Scheme et al. (2011) introduce a selective multiclass
one-versus-one classification scheme, capable of rejecting unknown data patterns. Ap-
pendix B lists a number of recent studies aiming to improve EMG based prosthetic
hand control. Here concludes several issues that should be considered by further re-
search. Firstly, EMG data recorded in the laboratory are very likely different from
what would be expected in practice (Phinyomark et al., 2013). Secondly, PR accuracy
decreases with time increase, if a classifier is not retrained. Thirdly, long training time
is required for controlling a prosthesis (Atzori et al., 2012), which results in a high re-
jective rate of using a prosthesis. Finally, sEMG based prosthetic manipulation can be
non intuitive, in the sense that the user is required to learn to associate muscle remnants
actions to unrelated posture of a prosthesis (Kakoty & Hazarika, 2011).
2.3.3 Online Training and Machine Learning
More than half literatures that focus on PR-based prosthetic hand control adapts off-
line analysis, through algorithms suitable for real-time processing and classification, as
seen in Appendix B. A few studies (Jun-Uk et al., 2006; Momen et al., 2007) have pro-
posed real-time EMG PR scheme for interacting prosthetic hands, but the experiments
are still based on conditional data collection procedures.
In clinical applications, the characteristics of collected surface EMG signals vary
with time, and make every PR-based system faces exponentially rising error over long-
time operation (Oskoei & Hu, 2007). Therefore, whether the off-line trained classifier
can be successfully applied in a real application is still suspect. Evidence shows that
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EMG patterns used for training differ increasingly with current patterns after a period,
and consequently the accuracy of classification drops (Phinyomark et al., 2013; Powell
et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2009). Possible sources that cause the above phenomenon are:
electrodes displacement, skin impedance changes, artefacts, prosthesis donning/doff-
ing, and separation of intention from other physical factors (like fatigue, stump posture,
etc.) (Cipriani et al., 2011b). Recently, special training procedures have attracted great
interests. Special training device for upper limb prostheses is developing by Clingman
& Pidcoe (2014).
Online training (Oskoei & Hu, 2007), in which a classifier is trained continuously
using new patterns during operation, makes the rate of accuracy stable and insensi-
tive to long-term operation. Khezri & Jahed (2007) propose a real-time scheme for
prosthetic hand interaction, seen in Fig. 2.2, in which an online trainer unit is utilised
to relate actual EMG patterns with generated control commands and furthermore to
adapt to the operator’s characteristics. Castellini & van der Smagt (2009) propose a
simple but effective procedure for selecting a subset of the samples on-the-fly, called
Online Uniformisation, which is effective in building a compact and accurate training
set for SVM classification. Amsuss et al. (2014) propose a self-correcting PR system
to improve the classification accuracy, in which the erroneous classification decisions
are pretentiously detected.
Motor 
Controller 
Pattern  
Recognition 
Signal Processing, 
Feature Extraction 
Vision Feedback 
EMG Signals Features 
Training Unit 
Teacher Signals 
Figure 2.2: A real-time scheme for hand prosthesis interaction. Source: modified from
(Khezri & Jahed, 2007)
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2.4 Challenges and Directions
Although a variety of body sensing technologies have been developed, the only bio-
signal that has been applied in commercial prostheses is EMG. Despite this, there is
a gap between industry and academic achievements in human body sensing technol-
ogy for prostheses. For instance, researchers tend to use multi-channel and even high
density EMG system to capture signals, but commercial prosthetic hands only use two
channels; researchers are likely to explore new EMG features or PR approaches to in-
crease the classification accuracy, but commercial prostheses usually adopt threshold
methods to complete basic hand motions. Therefore, we outline some challenges and
directions for narrowing the gap.
2.4.1 Robust Sensing Technology
With the development of sensing technologies and approaches, a variety of HMIs can
be employed to control a robotic prosthesis, and it is not even surprising to identify
some vagarious methods that obtains bio-signals, like force-sensing resistor sensor
(Honda et al., 2007; Li et al., 2012), throat microphone (Mainardi & Davalli, 2007),
capacitive sensor (Zheng et al., 2013, 2014), etc. Bio-signals stemming from the brain
are termed as EEG, ECoG, and signals stemming from the centrum can be obtained in
PNS via PNIs. Once a nerve signal arrives at a corresponding muscle, an EMG signal
can be captured. The human body is well constructed to process these bio-signals and
generate commands to implement different hand motions. A captured bio-signal is
only the estimation of an actual neuro-signal, and contains various noises.
Some issues can be considered to fulfil robust bio-signal sensing for prosthetic
interaction.
• Electrode displacement is a ubiquitous phenomenon in sensing technique, like
sEMG electrodes, ultrasound probes (Castellini et al., 2012), ECoG array. The
intensity and quality of bio-signals depend upon a correct placement of elec-
trodes. Fault in placing the electrodes will change the patterns between training
session and using session. As such, new electrode arrangement approach should
be concerned to avoid electrode displacement problem. A study that investigates
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the myoelectric PR robustness towards electrode shift can be found in (Young
et al., 2012)
• Remarkable signal changes would happen when subjects carry out finger move-
ments and grasping, if the subjects are also involved in the motion of the arm.
The EMG signal is therefore likely to change if the forearm is moved during
signal acquisition, for example when switching from pronation to supination, or
simply while walking around (Castellini & van der Smagt, 2009). Therefore, ad-
vanced sensing techniques should be able to distinguish the target hand motion
from interference motions.
• To improve the reliability of bio-signal based prosthetic hand, the HMIs should
be able to work properly without functional decreasing along with time increase.
Invasive PNIs suffer from signal decrease during a long time use. Thus, fur-
ther works should direct toward improving the long-term reliability of neural-
interface systems (Judy, 2012).
2.4.2 Multi-modal Sensory Fusion
Given the difficulty of robust control by uni-modal sensor, the use of multi-modal sen-
sor seems necessary for interacting dexterous prostheses. Uni-modual sensor suffers
from information deficiency and specific noise interference. When a sensor system
employs multi-modal sensing techniques, one modal sensor can compensate the disad-
vantage of the other type, vice versa. For example, EMG signal is sensitive to muscle
fatigue while NIRS can diagnose the degree of muscle fatigue. Thus NIRS sensor can
be integrated into EMG system for fatigue test and compensate the disadvantage of
EMG. Some pioneer researches of multi-modal sensory fusion have been introduced
in Section 2.2.6. However, these works just simply employ two or several individual
sensory systems to collect multi-modal sensory data for off-line analysis. Further di-
rection for multi-modal sensory fusion is to integrate different sensory approach in a
system in terms of hardware and software. Miniature sensors and embedded systems
with considerable processing power are currently available so that this approach is both
feasible and practical (Jiang et al., 2012). In addition, sensory-fusion algorithms that
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integrate various information sources should be proposed, not just extending the di-
mension of a feature vector (Fougner et al., 2011a). A possible approach is to fuse
different types of bio-signals in a hierarchical model.
2.4.3 On-line Signal Processing and Learning Algorithms
Most of the studies towards bio-signal based hand motion analysis and prosthetic con-
trol algorithms are implemented in a controlled laboratory environment, and subjects
sit with a comfortable arm position. The data are usually collected without moving
limbs. Therefore, the collected bio-signal cannot reflect real situations when amputees
use prostheses in daily life. In addition, EMG patterns that obtained in the training
session would severely mismatch the real pattern when performing the same motion,
due to the change of signal acquisition conditions (e.g., electrode displacement, mus-
cle contraction effort). As a result, a long-time training procedure is usually required
to successfully manipulate a prosthesis in daily life.
It is predicted that future systems should be able to deal with bio-signals under
varying conditions, such as free-to-move residual limb, varying physical factors, arte-
facts interference, etc. With such an uncertainty, off-line analysis on collected data
would have less impact on the improvement of HMIs for prosthesis control, because
the off-line data is not able to manifest the dynamic characteristics of bio-signals.
Therefore, adaptive algorithms for processing on-line signals should be highlighted
in further researches (Jiang et al., 2012).
2.4.4 Bio-feedback
Decoding bio-signals into commands to control a robotic prosthesis is a feedforward
path. Vision is the natural feedback path that is utilised during robotic hand manip-
ulation by amputees. For the human hand, it not only has proprioception, but also
owns multimodal feelings when contacting with objects. These feelings are compre-
hensively incepted by the human body controller to adjust hand gestures and grasping.
Therefore, it is a necessary to bring in multi-modal sensory feedback to a robotic hand
and make the prosthesis a sensible replacement of the lost hand (Castellini & van der
Smagt, 2009).
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On the one hand, advanced sensors should be developed to mimic the sensing func-
tions of human hand, such as high resolution pressure/haptic sensing array. On the
other hand, novel approaches should be updated to integrate the feedback information
into the perception system of amputees and allow them to have a better sense of body
ownership (Blefari et al., 2011). Targeted Sensory Reinnervation (Hebert et al., 2014),
TMR (Keehoon & Colgate, 2012; Marasco et al., 2009; Sensinger et al., 2009), in-
tracortical microstimulation (Berg et al., 2013) and nerve stimulation (Dhillon et al.,
2005; Rossini et al., 2010) have been proved as possible approaches to activate the
perception system of human body. To avoid surgery of the above methods, feedback
information also can be transferred to a less functional skin by vibrotactile (Cipriani
et al., 2012; D’Alonzo et al., 2014; Panarese et al., 2009; Rombokas et al., 2013; Stepp
& Matsuoka, 2011, 2012; Witteveen et al., 2012, 2014), mechanotactile (Antfolk et al.,
2013) and electrotactile (Damian et al., 2012; Westerveld et al., 2012) stimulation.
Further directions can be: direct nervous interfaces that provide detailed and in-
tuitive sensory feedback (Berg et al., 2013); biological sensor fusion algorithms that
interpret the sensing signals to allow better acceptance by the human perception sys-
tem; techniques that separate the feedback signals with the feedforward signals (Jiang
et al., 2012); training strategies that allow amputees to fit in the artificial sensing sys-
tem as soon as possible.
2.4.5 Clinical Applications
The primary aim of developing advanced sensing techniques is to assist amputees in-
teracting a prosthetic hand with more functionalities. Hence, the clinical success is
the only criterion to judge whether or not a good sensing technique is achieved. Farina
et al. (2014) present a decent review on myoelectric prostheses where the gaps between
academic myoelectric prostheses and clinical ones are discussed.
First of all, the high mass of a prosthetic device is one of the most important fac-
tors resulting in the high rejection rate of an upper limb prostheses by amputees (Smit
et al., 2014). With the enhancement of prosthetic functionality, more electronic mod-
ules, like electrodes, bio-signal processing modules, high-performance signal decod-
ing unit, motor controller and high-capacity battery, would be integrated in a prosthetic
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chamber. Therefore, minimisation of these electronic modules has become as impor-
tant as the mechanical design of a prosthetic hand in terms of reducing the mass of a
prosthesis.
Another issue that prohibits the HMIs in clinical applications is long-term reliabil-
ity. To solve this problem, a program titled as Reliable Neural Technology has been
launched in 2012 (Judy, 2012). Long-term usability of HMIs is especially severe in
invasive electrode technologies, like PNIs. As reported in (Rossini et al., 2010), the
signals recorded through a type of PNI decayed after 10 days. Therefore, it is looking
forward to seeing new invasive electrodes with better compatibility to the human tis-
sues. Besides, a study shows that a trained subject can only provide consistent muscle
patterns capable of being accurately decoded for a period of 8 hours (Powell et al.,
2014). Because long-term reliability cannot be achieved, a retraining procedure is usu-
ally required to ensure a robust control. As a result, the long time training also becomes
a main reason leading to a high rejection rate. Therefore, the long-term usability of any
HMI should be evaluated before being applied in clinic.
2.5 Summary
This chapter made a comprehensive survey on bio-signals that can be potentially ap-
plied in prosthetic hand interaction. The surveyed techniques include EMG, BMIs,
PNIs, SMG, MMG, etc. The advantages of multi-sensory fusion are also discussed.
In addition, this chapter surveyed EMG PR-based prosthetic interaction, involving
the state-of-the-art features, classifiers, online training and machine learning methods.
Moreover, several challenges and directions of bio-signal capturing and processing
technologies are proposed for obtaining robust and clinically accepted HMIs.
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Chapter 3
Surface EMG System for Monitoring
Forearm Muscle Activities
3.1 Introduction
Electromyography (EMG) is a technique that measures the electrical activity of mus-
cles and surface EMG (sEMG) obtains EMG signals by placing electrodes on the skin.
Although there exist commercially available sEMG acquisition systems, none of them
are specially designed to interact with myo-prosthetic hands. Besides, commercially
available sEMG acquisition systems hardly provide users with open accessible raw
EMG signals, which hinders the industrialisation of scientific outcomes. This thesis
targets to provide a comprehensive solution for dexterous prosthetic hand interaction
via forearm sEMG signals. Therefore, it is needed to study the sEMG acquisition
technology as well as sEMG signal processing technologies in low level and establish
a platform for conducting research of EMG based prosthetic hand manipulation.
The quality of raw sEMG signals somewhat determines the robustness of any my-
oelectric system. Because sEMG signals can be easily contaminated by unpredictable
noises. In order to implement a robust prosthetic hand interaction via sEMG signals,
the initial step is to enhance the quality of the sEMG acquisition system in both hard-
ware and firmware. This chapter proposes an sEMG acquisition system for capturing
forearm muscle activities. This system can be simply separated into three levels: elec-
tric circuit design, electrode configuration and software development.
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Figure 3.1: Generation of the surface EMG signals. Source from (Farina et al., 2014).
3.2 Theoretical Background of sEMG Acquisition
3.2.1 Introduction to sEMG Signal Recording
In 1790s, Galvani, cited by Criswell (2010), obtained a direct evidence of the relation-
ship between muscle contraction and electricity, and demonstrated that muscle contrac-
tions could be evoked by the discharge of static electricity. With the employment of
invented galvanometers, Du Bois-Reymond, cited by Siroky (1996), provided the first
evidence of electrical activity in human muscles during voluntary contraction. With
the arriving of the digital era, EMG signals can be recorded and saved in a computer
for analysis or be processed on-line to generate control commands for interacting with
external devices. EMG is mostly utilised to diagnose muscle diseases in clinics, and
increasingly popular as a human-machine interface in recent years.
Fig. 3.1 demonstrates the generation of EMG signals. As described by Farina &
Holobar (2015), the EMG signal can be seen as a neural recording from a peripheral
muscle that biologically amplifies neural signals of tens to hundreds motor neuron. A
single motor neuron and its corresponding muscle fibers constitute a muscle unit (MU).
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The activity of motor neurons activates the generation of muscle fiber action potentials
and a compound action potential is recorded at the skin surface is the sEMG recording,
as displayed in Fig. 3.1. There exists a certain relationship between sEMG signals and
the original neural information, as indicated by the arrow.
3.2.2 Surface EMG Electrode and Skin-electrode Impedance
Conventional approaches would choose commercially available Ag-AgCl disposable
electrode that is a type of biopotential electrodes containing a metal part of Ag-AgCl
and electrolytic gel, to record sEMG signals. Because Ag-AgCl material guarantees
a low value of half-cell potential compared to other materials, and electrolytic gel re-
duces the skin-electrode impedance and decreases the possibility of electrodes move-
ments (Hokajrvi, 2012).
However, some applications require gel free electrodes to record sEMG signal due
to the following two factors. On the one hand, the gel would dry up during long time
use, as a result, the electrode quality would severely decrease. On the other hand, the
corrosivity of gel, although it is low, is harmful to the skin, especially in long-term use.
For amputees who hope to wear prostheses as one of their body parts, the gel electrode
is not suitable. Thus, this thesis utilises dry electrode to conduct the study.
3.2.3 SEMG Noises
In the recording of sEMG signals by dry electrodes, EMG noises include thermal
noises, electrode-skin noises, saturation noises, motion artefacts, capacitive/inductive
coupling and electromagnetic radiation, among which three main factor negatively in-
fluence the quality of sEMG signals: 1) electrode-skin noises, 2) capacitive coupling
and 3) motion artefacts.
3.2.3.1 Electrode-skin noise
The study of electrode-skin noise is difficult as the single mode noise can be hardly
measured without the interferences of other factors. Huigen et al. (2002) conclude that
sEMG noises are mainly from the electrode-skin interface that has a high correlation
to the selection of electrode material and skin properties.
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Human skin is made up of three layers: epidermis, dermis & subcutaneous and
stratum corneum (layer that be consisted of dead cells). EMG signals are relatively
stronger in dermis than that in epidermis due to high conductivity in the subcutaneous
layer. Thus, skin-electrode impedance nearly equals to that between epidermis and
electrodes. An equivalent electric circuit being simplified from the Edelberg’s model
is presented in Fig.3.2, where Esc indicates the transepithelial potential caused by the
difference of ion concentrations across the semi-permeable membrane of epidemis.
The high impedance of stratum corneum is represented by Re, and the capacitive cou-
pling through stratum corneum between a mental conductive electrode and conductive
tissues is characterised by Ce (McAdams, 2006). The value of Esc ranges from -10
mV to -64 mv, reported by Tam & Webster (1977), and it varies greatly among dif-
ferent subjects. Re and Ce contribute to the impedance Ze, and the value is related to
electrode material (Searle & Kirkup, 1999), electrode area, skin conditions (Huigen,
2000). A widely accepted skin-electrode impedance at low frequency (<500 Hz) can
be up to several MΩ (Schwan, 1992).
Ce
Re
source epidermis stratus corneum
Esc
P0BT?01 P0BT?02 
P0C?01 P0C?02 
P0Rx01 P0Rx02 
Figure 3.2: The equivalent circuit of skin-electrode model
.
An instrumentation amplifier (In-amp) (e.g. AD620) with differential input is used
to capture sEMG signal. Meanwhile, a reference electrode is connected to skin, which
can be either far or close to the differential input electrodes. The equivalent circuit
considering the skin-electrode impedance is given in Fig. 3.3, where
Vout = g(V+ − V−) + Vref , (3.1)
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Figure 3.3: The equivalent circuit with differential input
where g is the gain of the instrumentation amplifier, and Vref is the reference voltage.
According to Kirchhoff Circuit Laws, the input and output current of the In-amp is
balanced, so the current of the positive input is
IA = (V1 − Esc1 − V+)/Ze1 = (V+ − Vref )/Ri (3.2)
where V1 is EMG signal source voltage, Esc1 is the transepithelial potential, Ze1 indi-
cates the skin-electrode impedance, and Ri is the input impedance of In-amp. Simi-
larly, the current of the negative input is
IB = (V2 − Esc2 − V+)/Ze2 = (V− − Vref )/Ri. (3.3)
The explicit presentation of V+ and V− can be deduced from Equs. 3.2 and 3.3 as
follows:
V+ =
(V1 − Esc1)Zi + VrefZe1
Zi + Ze1
, (3.4)
V− =
(V2 − Esc2)Zi + VrefZe1
Zi + Ze2
. (3.5)
General instrumentation amplifiers have high input impedance up to several GΩ.
For insurance, the input impedance of AD620 is up to 10 GΩ. A well contacted elec-
trode on the skin can satisfy the conditions that Ri >> Ze1 and Ri >> Ze2, so
V+ ≈ V1 − Esc1 + 1Ri
Ze1
+ 1
Vref ≈ V1 − Esc1 (3.6)
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and
V− ≈ V2 − Esc2 + 2Ri
Ze2
+ 1
Vref ≈ V2 − Esc1, (3.7)
then,
Vout = g(V1 − V2)− g(Esc1 − Esc2) + Vref . (3.8)
Equ. 3.8 suggests that if the skin-electrode impedance is much lower than the input
impedance, the unstable factors, (e.g. skin-electrode impedance imbalance), can be
ignored. However, the imbalance of transepithelial potential between Esc1 and Esc2
can induce a bias voltage, and it would be further amplified by the In-amp. If g(Esc1−
Esc2) reaches to the source voltage threshold, saturation noise appears consequently.
If g(Esc1 − Esc2) is high enough to reach in-amp saturation, it can be easily removed
by the following conditioning circuits. It is worth noting that there is a simple solution
to avoid saturation noises by placing bio-polar electrodes in a short distance, since
the local transepithelial potentials on the same part of the human body is similar. It
suggests that bipolar EMG signals are more stable than unipolar EMG signals. The
item Vref indicates a offset voltage of the output, but usually, the reference pin of In-
amp is connected to ground directly, making Vref = 0. Moreover, because no gain is
applied on Vref , small fluctuation of Vref will not influence the output Vout significantly.
This thesis employs a coefficient a to evaluate the quality of skin-electrode contact,
given by
a =
Zi
Ze
. (3.9)
It can be assumed that a > 10 means complete electrode-skin contact and a < 0.1
stands for no electrode to skin contact. 0.1 ≤ a ≤ 10 demonstrates a semi eletrode-skin
contact. To further simplify the situation, suppose one bipolar electrode is connecting
with the skin perfectly, saying that Ri >> Ze2, and the output voltage becomes
Vout = g(
a
a+ 1
V1 − V2)− g( a
a+ 1
Esc1 − Esc2) + g 1
a+ 1
Vref . (3.10)
The first item of this equation shows that the changes of skin-electrode impedance
bring in a gain a
a+1
on V1. A low coefficient a reduces the function of V1 in bipolar
EMG signals, and eventually bipolar approach becomes unipolar. The second and third
items in Equ. 3.10 indicate a direct current (DC) bias of the output, which may lead to
amplifier saturation if one electrode does not contact with skin properly.
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Based on the above analysis, this thesis concludes several suggestions for obtaining
stable bipolar EMG signals. 1) increase the input impedance Zi and decrease skin-
electrode impedance; 2) shorten the distance between two electrodes to reduce the
differential transepithelial potential, and 3) adopt a stable grounding approach for the
reference point of In-amp.
3.2.3.2 Capacitive Coupling
Capacitive coupling is the transfer of energy within an electrical network by means of
capacitance between circuit nodes. The form of energy transfer terms displacement
current. In sEMG measurement, displacement currents can be coupled to electrode
wires, human body and the amplifier from the main power network to the earth, as
seen in Fig. 3.4. Since the frequency of the main power is fixed at 50 Hz or 60 Hz,
capacitive coupling become a well-known noise in sEMG measurement: power line
noise.
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Figure 3.4: An illustration of capacitive coupling in bipolar sEMG, source: modified
from (Vanrijn et al., 1990)
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Capacitors Cca and Ccb in Fig. 3.4 couple the main power and electrode wires, and
the corresponding displacement currents are indicated by ia and ib. The displacement
currents go to the human body via skin-electrode contact with the impedance Zea and
Zeb, as the input impedance Zia, Zib are much higher than Zea and Zeb. Next, the
displacement current flow back to earth via Cbody, Vcm and Ciso. The resulting voltage
vab of amplifier’s input is
Vab = iaZea − ibZeb = iZe(∆Ze
Ze
+
∆i
i
), (3.11)
where Ze = 12(Zea + Zeb), i =
1
2
(ia + ib), ∆Ze = Zea − Zeb and ∆i = ia − ib.
In sEMG capturing, electrodes are connected to the amplifier by wires, and the
wires are proximately with the same length and packed in bundles closely. Thus,
the displacement currents ia and ib are nearly equal, which highlights the importance
of balanced skin-electrodes impedance indirectly. The more balanced impedance is
achieved, the smaller effect of capacitive coupling would be.
Except for the captive coupling from the electrode wires, a displacement current i1
also flow through Cpow to the human body and then back to earth via Cbody. With a ref-
erence connected to human body, part of the overall displacement current i1+ia+ib+i2
flow via Zrl to the common point of an amplifier, then via Ciso to earth. As a re-
sult, a voltage is generated across Zrl, which is called common-mode voltage between
human body and the amplifier common, being noted as Vcm. Advanced instrumenta-
tion amplifiers have high common-mode rejection ratio (CMRR), thus the influence of
Vcm can be rejected significantly. However, common-mode voltage can easily become
differential-mode one because of the dividing resistors composed by skin-electrode
impedances (Zeb and Zea) and input impedances (Zia and Zib), once two skin-electrode
impedances mismatch. More details about how capacitive coupling affects bio-signal
acquisition can be found in (Shaw et al., 2003; Thakor & Webster, 1980; Towe, 1981;
Vanrijn et al., 1990).
In sum, capacitive coupling enhance the difficulty of bio-signals acquisition. The
negative influence of capacitive coupling would eventually become common-mode or
differential-mode noise. Improving the quality of skin-electrode contact and increasing
CMRR of the amplifier alleviate the influence of capacitive coupling.
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3.2.3.3 Motion Artefacts
Motion artefact is another unstable interference in bio-signal capturing, generally,
which is caused by the relative movements between human body and capturing sys-
tems. Webster (1984) has concluded several reasons leading to motion artefact. The
most acceptable source is the change of half-cell potential in double layer electrodes.
Besides, the skin potential between inside and outside of epidermis corneum varies
during human body movements, which is also considered a significant factor leading
to motion artefact. Furthermore, movements of insulated electrode wires and their
deformation can cause triboelectric noise that also contributes to artefact and the selec-
tion of proper insulated materials and fixing electrode wires firmly on human body can
somewhat reduce motion artefacts. In the application of myo-prosthesis, electrodes are
installed in the chamber of prostheses, which eliminates the factors of wire triboelectric
since no or short electrode wire is required.
3.3 A Single Channel SEMG Signal Amplifier
The aim of an sEMG signal amplifier is to extract clean EMG signals from noisy
backgrounds. This thesis proposes an sEMG signal amplifier containing five elements:
a passive low-pass filter, a differential amplifier, a band-pass filter, a notch filter and
a main amplifier. The passive low-pass filter is placed in front of the differential In-
amp to suppress high frequency noises. Otherwise these noises would turn to DC
offset. A differential In-amp with high input impedance and high CMRR is employed
as the first amplifier. A band-pass filter eliminates noises that are out of the sEMG
frequency range (20 Hz to 500 Hz). A notch filter with center frequency at 50Hz
is placed to suppress power line noise that is permeated into EMG signals through
capacitive coupling. A main amplifier functions to amplify EMG signal further and
adjust it to a proper voltage range suitable for analog to digit converting. Fig. 3.5
shows the single channel flow chart of the sEMG signal amplifier.
3.3.1 Instrumentation Amplifier
As can be seen from Fig. 3.6, a low pass filter is pre-posed before the In-amp that is
used to prevent radio frequency interference. The cut-off frequency can be calculated
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Passive Low-pass Filter  
Instrumentation Amplifier 
Positive Band-pass Filter Positive Notch Filter 
Main Amplifier 
Analog-to-digital Converter 
Figure 3.5: The diagram of a single channel sEMG amplifier
by Equs. 3.12 and 3.13 ( Rf = R′f , Cc = C
′
c). The gain equation of the In-amp
(AD620, Analog Devices inc, United States ) is given in Equ. 3.14 with a proper
selection of Rj . sEMG signals are relatively weak to common noises (e.g. power line
noise). The high CMRR of In-amps contributes to remove the common mode noises
to a large extent.
Fcd =
1
2piRf (Cc + 2Cd)
(3.12)
Fcc =
1
2piRfCc
(3.13)
A0 =
49.4kΩ
Rj
+ 1 = 99.8 (3.14)
3.3.2 Band Pass Filter
Following the In-Amp, two Sallen-Key filters, seen in Fig. 3.7, are utilised to make
up a band pass filter, which contributes to remove low frequency motion artefacts and
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Figure 3.6: A circuit representing passive low-pass filter with an instrumentation am-
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Figure 3.7: A circuit of band-pass filter
high frequency white noises beyond the frequency range of sEMG signals. In addi-
tion, although the frequency range of EMG signals somewhat depends on the types of
electrodes, it is widely accepted to filter sEMG signals by a band pass filter ranging
from around 20Hz to 500Hz. The cut-off frequency of the filter can be calculated by
the Equs. 3.15 and 3.16
fch =
1
2pi
√
R4C5R5C6
(3.15)
fcl =
1
2pi
√
R6C7R7C8
(3.16)
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3.3.3 Notch Filter
50Hz/60Hz power line noise is an uncertain factor that degrades EMG signals with
diverse intensity. Therefore, a notch filter with a 50 Hz central frequency is employed
to reduce the negative impact and to improve system’s robustness. The utilised notch
filter consists of a multiple feedback band-pass filter and an adding circuit, as dis-
played in Fig. 3.8. Resistors R8, R9, R10, R11, capacitors C10, C11 and an operational
amplifier compose a multiple feedback band-pass filter. Resistors R12, R13 and R14
and another operational amplifier build up an adding circuit. R9 is a potentiometer to
adjustthe central frequency. It can be calculated by Equ. 3.17.
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Figure 3.8: A circuit of 50Hz notch filter
f0 =
1
2pi
√
1
C9C10R11
( 1
R8
+
1
R10 +R9
)
(3.17)
3.3.4 Main Amplifier
After the notch filter, an adjustable main amplifier fellows to amplify EMG signal
further and a level uplifting circuit is placed to adjust the output level, seen in Fig. 3.9.
The output voltage Vout5 can be calculated by Equ.3.18, where resistor Rx is to adjust
the gain.
Vout5 =
R17
R15
Vout4 + Vref
R19
R18 +R19
(3.18)
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Figure 3.9: The main amplifier and level uplifting circuit
3.3.5 Implementation of a sEMG Signal Amplifier
Fig. 3.10 is the single channel EMG signal amplifier circuit schematic. The circuit
consists of one In-amp, three operational amplifiers and a number of resistors and
capacitors. The utilised In-amp is AD620 that works with a peripheral resistor (R3 in
Fig. 3.10) adjusting amplification gain ranging from 1 to 1000. The input impedance
of AD620 is 10 GΩ and its CMRR is higher than 100 dB. In the schematic, U2 and
its peripheral passive components build up a band-pass filter. U3 and its peripheral
passive components make up a 50Hz notch filter.
With the proper selection of electronic components (as displayed in Fig. 3.10), the
transfer functions of the proposed electronic system can be described as follows.
G1(s) =
4545
s+ 4545
, (3.19)
G2(s) = 99.8, (3.20)
G3(s) = G31 ·G32 = s
2
s2 + 200s+ 10000
· 13504024s
s2 + 6067s+ 13504024
, (3.21)
G4(s) = 1 +
−45.45s
s2 + 45.45s+ 98674.04
, (3.22)
G5(s) = 43 (3.23)
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Figure 3.10: A EMG Signal Amplifier Circuit schematic
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Figure 3.11: The bode diagram of G(s)
and
G(s) = G1(s)G2(s)G3(s)G4(s)G5(s), (3.24)
where G1(s), G2(s), G3(s), G4(s) and G5(s) are the transfer functions for the passive
low-pass filter, the In-amp, the positive band-pass filter, the positive notch filter and the
main amplifier, respectively. G31 and G32 are the transfer functions of the high-pass
filter and the low-pass filter, respectively. G(s) is the overall transfer function of the
EMG signal amplifier. Fig. 3.11 demonstrates the bode diagram of G(s). Two cut-off
frequencies of the band-pass filter are approximately 10Hz and 500Hz. The system
gain at 50 Hz is up to around -50.3dB. The valid gain of sEMG signal between 20Hz
and 500Hz is approximately 70dB.
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Figure 3.12: A sixteen channel bipolar EMG channel configuration
3.4 Multi-channel Surface EMG Acquisition
With a prepared single channel surface EMG signal amplifier, a system who organises
multi-channel surface EMG signals will be discussed in this section.
3.4.1 EMG Channel Configuration
Mono-montage (unipolar) and bi-montage (bipolar) are two strategies of multi-channel
sEMG electrode configuration. This thesis takes bi-montage to obtain high quality
sEMG signals, while keeps fewer electrodes through sharing one electrode by two
sEMG channels, seen in Fig. 3.20, in which an electrode is indicated by a small circle
and a single channel amplifier is presented by a triangle. All the amplifiers connect to
a multi-channel analog-to-digital converter (ADC).
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3.4.2 Micro Control Unit
The main controller is responsible for sampling, communication between computer
and EMG device and light-emitting diode indicating. Fig. 3.13 is the circuit schematic
of the utilised micro control unit (MCU) and its peripheral circuits, including a crys-
tal oscillator circuit, a power management circuit, a programming interface, a USB
interface, etc.
The utilised MCU is STM32L151V8, who is produced by the company of STMi-
croelectronics, one of the worlds’ largest semiconductor companies. The choice of
this micro-controller is based on the following factors. Firstly, it offers up to 24 12-bit
ADCs. Thus requiring no additional ADCs is required to support a 16 channel EMG
capturing system. Secondly, it integrates a USB controller and supplies a well edited
source code for USB communication. Thirdly, it incorporates a high-performance
ARM Cortex-M3, 32-bit RISC core operating at 32 MHz frequency.
In terms of power management, the whole system is supplied by a USB port (5
V). To meet the voltage requirements of different chips, a voltage regulator LM1117
(component U2 in Fig. 3.13) is utilised to generate 3.3 V, because the processor oper-
ates from 1.8 to 3.6 V, and a DC/DC convertor (ISF0505) is employed to generate the
voltage of ±5 V.
3.4.3 EMG Signal Sampling and Organisation
In the big background of information technology, analog signals should be converted
to digits for further processing or analysing in a personal computer (PC) or digital
signal processor (DSP). In this thesis, the MCU is responsible for AD converting and
transmitting EMG signals to PCs for further analysis. Additionally, a software with
dedicated graphical user interface (GUI) is developed to receive, process, display and
analyse signals. The software framework of MCU firmware and PC application soft-
ware is demonstrated in Fig. 3.14, and the working principle of the software will be
discussed later.
The sampling frequency is precisely controlled by an internal timer of MCU, set-
ting at 1 kHz that is twice of the maximum frequency of sEMG signals, conforming
to Nyquist sampling theorem. The digitalised sEMG signals are firstly kept in a buffer
with a fixed length and customised format (Buffer1, in Fig. 3.14). Once the buffer
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Figure 3.13: A circuit schematic of the micro control unit
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Figure 3.14: A software framework for EMG signal sampling and processing
is full, the data would be moved to an exclusive buffer in the USB unit of MCU, and
waiting to be read by the USB host (i.e. a PC). To guarantee a real-time performance,
the USB buffer is updated no matter the previous data are read or not. Determined by
ADC resolution (i.e. 12 bits), channel number (i.e. 16) and sampling frequency (i.e.
1 kHz), the transmission speed must be higher than 16 KB/S, which can be achieved
through coordinating the read period of USB host and the buffer size.
In the PC, a USB driver is developed to communicate with the EMG device, which
is developed by the tool chain of Visual Stdio 6.0 and Driverstudio. The designed
USB driver can be installed in any 32 bits Windows operating system (OS). Once USB
driver installed properly, the sEMG device can be read by any program supporting
device reading. In C/C++ language, it can be operated as easily as a text file. Relative
Library are developed with a readable user document. The open platform also comes
with a GUI, where the sEMG data are read periodically controlled by a multimedia
timer, and then be kept in a buffer waiting for display, processing, feature extraction
and sEMG pattern recognition, or saving to a file for further off-line analysis, seen in
Fig. 3.14.
Fig. 3.15(a) demonstrates the entity of the proposed sEMG acquisition system,
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(a) The sEMG acquisition device
(b) The software GUI that supports sEMG signal acquisition
Figure 3.15: The developed sEMG acquisition device
where the black enclosure contains the sEMG acquisition circuit board. One end of
the enclosure connects to PCs by USB cable, while the other end connects to electrode
cables. Fig. 3.15(b) shows the GUI for real-time sEMG signal display, where 16
channels of EMG signals are displayed.
3.4.4 Power Line Noise Filter
As mentioned in Section 3.2.3.2, sEMG signals are easily contaminated by power line
noises and these noises are right in the frequency range of EMG signals. Although
significant efforts have been made in hardware, like the use of notch filter and high
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CMRR In-amp, the power line noises still exist, especially when the third harmonic
components (hum noises) are taken into account. Hum noises are mainly caused by the
non-linear characteristics of electronic devices, such as switched mode power supplies,
electronic fluorescent lighting ballasts, uninterrupted power supplies, etc. Therefore,
a digital filters (50 Hz comb filter) are designed in this thesis to remove power line
noises.
Fortunately, power line noises are predictable. The frequency is fixed at 50Hz,
150Hz, 250Hz and so forth and the amplitude of these noises are relatively stable in
time domain within a limited period. Thus, a possible approach is to subtract the
current signals by the estimated noises. This thesis predicts the power line noise by the
following equation.
Noise(n) =
(x(n) + x(n− T ) + x(n− 2T ) + · · ·+ x(n− iT ))
i
, (3.25)
where x(n) is the contaminated EMG signal; T (the value is 20 in the proposed system)
is a constant determined by sampling frequency (1 kHz) and the basic frequency of the
power line noises (50 Hz); i is the filter order, which determines the length of the
previous signals being used to estimate noise. Then, the ‘clean’ EMG signals can
be acquired by subtracting the current signal x(n) by the estimated noise Noise(n),
formulated in Equ. 3.26,
y(n) = x(n)−Noise(n)
=
i− 1
i
x(n)− x(n− T )
i
− x(n− 2T )
i
+ · · ·+ x(n− iT )
i
, (3.26)
where x(n) and y(n) are the input and output signal, respectively. Equ. 3.27 is the
filter in Z-domain, conforming to the format of finite impulse response filter.
H(z) =
i− 1
i
− 1
i
z−T − 1
i
z−2T + · · ·+ 1
i
z−iT (3.27)
Define minimum passband ripples as δ, and -3 db cut-off frequency as ωc, and the
changes of δ and ωc along the order of the filter is listed in Table 3.1. A 4th order filter
is adopted throughout this thesis by the tradeoff of the computing consumption and
filter performance. Fig. 3.16 shows the frequency response of the 4th comb filter with
spikes at the normalised frequency 0, 0.1, ..., 0.9.
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Figure 3.16: The bode diagram of a fourth order comb filter
To intuitively demonstrate the usefulness of the comb filter, eight time serials of
EMG signals are displayed in Fig. 3.17. It shows eight channels of EMG signals during
random hand movements. The signals in the left column are original, and the signals
in the right column are processed by a 4th order comb filter (empirically determined
by the Table 3.1). It is clear to see that signals’ signal-to-noise ratio in the left column
is lower than that in the right column. It is worth noting that some of the channels
(Channel 1, 5, 6, 7) did not work properly, because the signals were recorded just after
the subject wore the electrode sleeve and some of the electrodes were not properly
contact with the skin surface.
Fig. 3.18 demonstrates eight pieces of EMG signals and the corresponding spectral
power distributions (SPDs). The signals in Figs. 3.18(a), 3.18(c), 3.18(e) and 3.18(g)
are the raw EMG signal without removing power line noises digitally, and the left
signals are filtered. It is found that the comb filter cannot improve the quality of sEMG
signals when the electrode-skin contact quality is poor, which is consistent with the
theoretical analysis in Section 3.2
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Figure 3.17: A comparison demonstration of eight EMG signals before and after comb
filtering
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Figure 3.18: A comparison demonstration of EMG signals and their SPDs
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Table 3.1: Changes of δ and ωc with filter order
i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
ωc(
pi
100
) 5.04 2.68 1.84 1.16 1 0.84 0.76 0.68 0.6 0.56
δ(db) 3 -4 -3.5 -3.3 -3.3 -3.2 -3.2 -3.2 -3.2 -3.2
3.5 Electrode Sleeve
3.5.1 Electrode Configuration
Electrode configuration is the arrangement of electrodes on the human body, and it
involves in three issues: electrode type, electrode layout and electrode number. The
importance of the electrode configuration lies in its effect on control accuracy, pros-
thetic production cost, computational cost, etc.
EMG electrode can be generally classified into sEMG electrode and needle EMG
electrode, and the former can be further categorised into wet and dry electrode. Recent
years, dry electrode become more and more popular because of reusability. Li et al.
(2011) have been deeply discussed the pros and cons of these two types. EMG elec-
trode can be either active or passive, determined by whether amplifiers are integrated
in electrodes (Chiou et al., 2004). Recently, Li et al. (2011) propose a textile elec-
trode fabricated using copper-based nickel-plated conductive fabric, which is a novel
electrode type.
The layout of surface electrodes falls into three groups: 1) Traditional layout (titled
by its popularity), which requires to pinpoint muscles and adhere pairs of electrodes
on the belly of the muscles. Several examples of this layout can be found in (Baspinar
et al., 2013; Castellini & van der Smagt, 2009; Kakoty & Hazarika, 2011). 2) Low-
density surface electrode layout, which arranges electrodes in a certain pattern without
considering muscle positions and electrodes are evenly placed on the skin forming ring
or belt structure, also named uniform electrode positioning strategy (Castellini et al.,
2009). The number of electrodes is usually limited in the range of 2 to 16. The con-
cept of low-density surface EMG is firstly proposed by Huang et al. (2013). 3) Hight-
density surface electrode layout is a noninvasive technique that collects myoelectric
signals from many closely spaced electrodes (Drost et al., 2006) (The inter-distance is
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usually less than 5 mm), which would allow to exploit the spatial information across
the muscles, and therefore can be more useful for the study of complex dynamic tasks
in the free space and with a greater number of DOFs (Muceli & Farina, 2012). Hight-
density (HD) EMG is usually related to energy maps that illustrate which electrode
experiences strong myoelectric activity during each task, and these maps can be ex-
amined to determine if distinguishable muscle activation patterns are produced for
different tasks for each subject (Daley et al., 2012). Spatial filtering is a decent pro-
cessing approach for HD-EMG signals (Hahne et al., 2012). But the large number of
electrodes hinders the clinical application of high-density EMG.
The controversy that how many electrodes suitable for capturing sufficient EMG
signals for prosthetic hand control can be identified in literatures. On the one hand,
for most commercial myo-prosthetic hands, such as I-limb Ultra (Touch Bionics Inc.,
UK) and bebionic3 (RSLSteeper, UK), two pairs of bio-polar electrodes placing on the
extensor and flexor are usually adopted, due to empirical factors, like space limitations
(Fougner et al., 2011a), power consumption (Muceli & Farina, 2012), real-time per-
formance (Khushaba et al., 2010) and system robustness. Increasing electrode number
adds to the complexity of subsequent analyses (Khezri & Jahed, 2009). On the other
hand, larger number of electrodes can supply more muscular activities to provide more
natural, reliable control of myoelectric prostheses by identifying repeatable EMG pat-
terns (Daley et al., 2012). Pulliam et al. (2011) have verified the functionality of using
more EMG channels. As a result, some researchers tend to apply more electrodes
in their experiments, and meanwhile reduce EMG channels without compromising the
accuracy (Tenore et al., 2007). The problem of channel reduction aims to achieve EMG
recordings from as many muscles as possible and optimising localisation to minimise
cross-talk (Cipriani et al., 2011a). Young et al. (2012) show that four to six channels
were sufficient for PR-based control. Li et al. (2011) show that the use of 6 optimally-
placed electrodes from 12 electrodes only reduced accuracy by 1.6%. Also, He et al.
(2008) demonstrate that 12 selected bipolar electrodes can obtain a similar classifica-
tion accuracy (only 1.2% drops) comparing with that of an entire HD-EMG channels.
Literatures regarding prosthetic hand control using different numbers of EMG elec-
trodes can be found in Appendix B.
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(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
Figure 3.19: Electrode sleeve components
3.5.2 Materials of Electrode Sleeve
This thesis utilises dry electrodes to capture sEMG signals, mainly because dry elec-
trodes are suitable to be installed in a prosthetic cavity avoiding the issue of drying up.
The electrode material that contacts with the skin is nickel free metal, which is origi-
nally from a type of press studs snap fasteners (Prym Fashion Ltd., Germany). Contact
shape between an electrode and skin is a round disk with 10mm diameters. In Fig.
3.19, Part (a) and Part (b) are assembled together to form Part (c) and the protuberance
of Part (c) pierces an elastic fabric to joint Part (e), the electrode cable. The flat surface
of Part (c) contacts with the skin to conduct sEMG signals. Part (e) is a traditional
EMG wire matching Part (c) and Part (d). The elastic fabric is made of 78% Nylon and
22% Spandex.
With the mechanism described above, this thesis fixes 18 dry electrodes (includ-
ing 2 reference electrodes) on an elastic sleeve with zig electrode layout (Fig. 3.20),
forming 16 bipolar EMG channels (Fig. 3.12). The distance between electrodes varies
with arm sizes. For example, when it is worn on an arm with approximately 28cm
perimeters, the distance is about 40mm. The big rectangle in the left part of Fig. 3.20
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Figure 3.20: A demonstration of the electrode sleeve
is of width a and length b stands for the elastic sleeve and the small round circles stand
for electrodes. The value of a and b, and the interval distance d1 and d2 vary with
the forearm size. To ensure the consistency of sEMG signals, subjects are required to
possibly keep the dot dash line in the middle of the forearm while supination and one
end of the sleeve should be pulled to just pass the elbow, as seen in the right subfigers
of Fig. 3.12. Zig electrode layout can provide better sEMG signal repeatability than
traditional parallel layout, which will be discussed in Chapter 5.
3.5.3 EMG System Noise Evaluation
This section evaluates the system noise (indicated by RMS voltage) during hand rest.
When wearing the electrode sleeve, no skin treatment is required. The EMG signals
were recorded at 1, 2, ..., 15, 35, 40, 45 minutes after wearing the sleeve. Figs. 3.21(a)
and 3.21(b) present the changes of RMS voltage with time. In the first 10 minutes, the
RMS voltage change of each channel is not consistent. Fig. 3.21(a) demonstrates a
clear tendency that the RMS voltage of each channel reduces along with time, which
is benefitted from a decreased skin-electrode impedance with time increase. When
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Figure 3.21: The tendency of sEMG noise reduction with time increasing after wearing
the electrode sleeve
a comb filter turns on to remove the power line noise, a steady decreasing of RMS
voltages disappears. These phenomenons can be explained as following reasons. 1)
During the first several minutes, severe skin-electrode impedance imbalance exists on
some of bi-polar differential inputs, which results in In-amp saturation. These satu-
ration noises are mostly removed by the following band-pass filters. Thus, the RMS
voltage is low initially. 2) Due to sweat, the skin-electrode impedance decrease with
time, which reduces the transepithelial potentials. Thus a steady noise decrease can
be identified. 3) The main static sEMG noise is power line noises that capacitively
coupled from the power network, and these noise can be mostly eliminated by a comb
filter. 4) EMG system noise is related to the time after wearing the electrodes. The
system noise is lower than 2µV.
Table 3.2 shows the comparison of the state-of-the-art sEMG acquisition systems
in various aspects. Comparing with sEMG devices manufactured by Biometrics Ltd
and Delsys inc, the proposed system owns a wearable electrode sleeve and meanwhile
has the maximum channel numbers, 16 differential inputs. Currently, it is common to
employ differential inputs with dry electrodes to capture sEMG signals, although the
input impedance, sampling rate, ADC resolution and amplification gain are diverse.
The gain of this system is 3000, which is higher than other systems. The noise of the
proposed system is 2 µV (RMS), which is higher than the Delsys system. But the gain
of Delsys system is only 909, and thus the averaged noise per gain of our system is
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better than Delsys system.
Table 3.2: Comparison between the proposed EMG system with commercial sEMG
acquisition systems
Specifications This Thesis Biometrics Delsys MyoArmband
Channels 16 8 16 8
Wearable yes no no yes
Electrode dry dry dry dry
Input Configuration Differential Differential Differential Differential
Input Impedance (Ω) 1010 1014 1015 unkn
Bandwidth(Hz) 20-500 20-460 0-500 unkn
Sampling rate(Hz) 1000 1000 2000 200
ADC resolution (bit) 12 12 16 8
Interface USB Bluetooth USB Bluetooth
CMRR (DB) 100 110 92 unkn
Gain 3000 1000 909 unkn
Noise (RMS, µV) 2 unkn 1.3 unkn
3.6 Summary
This chapter describes the framework of hardware and software design for multi-
channels surface EMG acquisition. Firstly, the theoretical background of surface EMG
capturing is introduced. The skin-electrode impedance model and power line noise
coupling model are established by equivalent circuits, and the noise sources of sEMG
signals are discussed. Secondly, a single EMG amplifier is systematically depicted,
which is fundamental for the proposed multi-channel sEMG signal acquisition sys-
tem. Thirdly, a software framework including MCU firmware and PC application is
proposed, and a tailored software system is designed to control the sEMG data stream
and process sEMG signal. In the end, the significance of electrode configuration is
discussed and a customised electrode sleeve is proposed.
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Chapter 4
EMG Map and Magnitude-Angle
Feature in Interpreting Hand Motions
4.1 Introduction
Feature extraction aims to reduce the dimensionality of the digitalised EMG signals by
mapping these large-dimension objects into a smaller-dimensional space (Orosco et al.,
2013). Ideally, features should be simply extracted, invariant to irrelevant transforma-
tions, insensitive to noises, and useful for characterising and discriminating motion
patterns (Dalley et al., 2012; Orosco et al., 2013). It has been shown that the success
of any PR system relies heavily on the choice of features rather than classifiers (En-
gelhart et al., 1999; Oskoei & Hu, 2007; Tenore et al., 2009). More information about
EMG feature is discussed in Section 2.3.1.
An EMG feature is usually seen as the amplitude, frequency or complexity of a sin-
gle channel EMG signal. Few studies consider the relationship between channels. With
the channel number increases, these relationships become more and more important.
In the context of advanced PR technologies, the EMG signals of different channels are
simply combined as the input of classifiers. Actually, the difference between EMG
channels contain worthful informations. For example, if an EMG amplitude from a
flexor is identified higher than that of an extensor, a flexion motion can be predicted.
Unfortunately, these kinds of primary judgmental approaches are neglected in liter-
atures. It is believed that a multi-channel EMG signal representation can be drawn
to interpret muscle functionality as prior knowledge for hand related motions. Such
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an EMG representation can promote the understating of the principle of interaction
between muscles and hand motions.
This chapter starts from incremental window technique for signal channel EMG
feature extraction, and discusses the influence of window coefficients and EMG feature
normalisation and scaling coefficients. Moreover, a specialised EMG map is proposed
to demonstrate the relationship between muscles and EMG signals. Finally, a MA
feature is further extracted to quality the information that is delivered by EMG map.
4.2 Incremental Window for Feature Extraction
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Figure 4.1: Incremental window for feature extraction
Incremental Window functions to segment EMG signals and estimate the intended
motions from each window by continuous classification (Englehart & Hudgins, 2003).
In a window, a feature vector can be obtained from multiple EMG channels. Fig. 4.1
illustrates the incremental windows, where one channel of EMG signal is segmented
by a sliding window, where w is the window length; t is the incremental interval and
τ is the processing delay. Within a period of t, a feature vector should be extracted
and feature classification decision should be made, satisfying τ ≤ t. These parameters
somewhat affect the performance of a myoelectric control system.
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• Window length (w). It determines the amount of data being used in the fea-
ture extraction and classification. A larger amount of data will contribute to a
lower statistical variance of features, and therefore, achieve greater classifica-
tion accuracy (Englehart & Hudgins, 2003). However, it would induce a longer
processing delay.
• Incremental interval (t). It determines the bounds allowing the control system
to extract feature vectors as well as generate a classification decision. Thus, the
computing time of any algorithm should satisfy this demand.
4.3 Some EMG Features
This section shows several features that will be used throughout this thesis.
• Root mean square (RMS) (Phinyomark et al., 2013) measures the amplitude of
a EMG signal, which can be expressed as
RMS =
√√√√ 1
N
N∑
i=1
x2i , (4.1)
where N is the window length, and xi is the ith sample point. Similar with
RMS, Integral Absolute Value (Phinyomark et al., 2013), Mean Absolute Value
(MAV), MAV1, MAV2, evaluate EMG signal amplitude at the scale of |xi|. It is
proved that these features have the same performance in hand motion recognition
(Phinyomark et al., 2013). Thus RMS is selected in this thesis as a representa-
tive.
• Variance (Phinyomark et al., 2013) measures the energy of the EMG signal, it is
defined as
V AR =
1
N − 1
N∑
i=1
x2i . (4.2)
Different from RMS and its equivalence, VAR measures an EMG signal based
on the scale of x2i . Similar features include Simple Square Integral, Mean Power
and Total Power.
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• Waveform Length (WL)(Phinyomark et al., 2013) is the cumulative length of the
waveform of an EMG. It can be formulated as
WL =
N−1∑
i=1
|xi+1 − xi| . (4.3)
It is functional equivalent to another feature, Average Amplitude Change.
• Zero Crossing (ZC) (Phinyomark et al., 2013) is the number of times that a signal
crosses zero, which is somewhat associated with the frequency of EMG signals.
ZC =
N−1∑
i=1
sgn(−xixi+1), (4.4)
where
sgn(x) =
{
1 x > ε
0 x 6 ε (4.5)
and ε is the threshold to avoid low-level noises.
• Auto-regressive (AR) (Phinyomark et al., 2013) coefficients are usually used
as features of EMG signals. AR model presents that an EMG signal can be
considered as a linear combination of previous EMG samples (xk−i) plus a white
noise error term (ei). It is defined as
xk =
p∑
i
aixk−i + ek, (4.6)
where p is the order of AR model, and ai is the coefficients that are utilised as
EMG features.
Feature Cepstrum coefficients that are usually obtained directly from AR model
(Tkach et al., 2010; Zecca et al., 2002). The characteristics presented by AR
and Cepstrum coefficients are consistent in some degrees, which can be deduced
from (Phinyomark et al., 2013). Therefore, this thesis only considers the feature
of AR coefficients.
• Sample Entropy (SAEN) is regarded as the most robust feature in (Phinyomark
et al., 2013). It measures the complexity of randomness of a dynamic system
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represented by a time series (Zhang & Zhou, 2012), which is similar to Ap-
proximate Entropy but with some modifications. The definition of SamEN is
formulated as
SampEn(m, r,N) = − ln A
B
, (4.7)
where r is tolerance; N is the number of data points; m is a given embedding
dimension; A is the number of vector pairs satisfying d[xm+1(i),xm+1(j)|i 6=
j] < r; B is the number of vector pairs satisfying d[xm(i),xm(j)|i 6= j] < r.
xm indicates m-dimensional embedding vector, and d[xm(i),xm(j)] computes
the Chebyshev distance between xm(i) and xm(j).
• Median Frequency and Mean Frequency (MNF) are two frequency spectrum
based features. MDF indicates the frequency at which the spectrum is divided
into two regions with equal amplitude, expressed as
MDF∑
j=1
Pj =
1
2
M∑
j=1
Pj, (4.8)
where Pj is EMG power spectrum at frequency bin j. MNF is the average fre-
quency, formulated as
MNF =
∑M
j=1 fjPj∑M
j=1 Pj
, (4.9)
where fj is frequency of spectrum at frequency bin j. In this thesis, MNF is
selected as a frequency feature based on the experimental results in (Phinyomark
et al., 2013).
4.4 Incremental Window Parameter Evaluation
As described in Section 4.2, window length w and incremental interval t are related to
the accuracy and response time of myo-electric system. This section is to evaluate the
influence of these parameters on computing efficiency and classification accuracy.
The procedure of this experiment is as follows: 1) evaluate the computing effi-
ciency of each feature by changing the window length from 10ms to 500ms 1. 2)
1The range of window length is determined by a comprehensive survey of literatures, seen in Ap-
pendix B.
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Figure 4.2: Computing efficiency evaluation with different window length
investigate classification accuracies by linear discriminate analysis (LDA) with differ-
ent features and window length. 3) Based on the above two steps, identify the proper
window length wˆ that is the tradeoff between computing efficiency and classification
accuracy. 4) With the obtained window length wˆ, this step increases the incremental
interval from 10 ms to wˆ to investigate its impact on classification accuracy, and iden-
tify an proper incremental interval τˆ considering both factors of processing delay and
classification accuracy.
The experiments are implemented on a 1.3 GHz Intel Core i5 workstation using
compiled Matlab code with version R2012b. The utilised EMG dataset can be found
in Section 5.2. The features, RMS, VAR, WL, ZC, AR (order = 4), SamEN (m=2,
r=0.2 × δ), MDF and MNF are extracted, and a linear discriminate analysis (LDA)
classifier is employed to obtain classification accuracies.
Figs. 4.2(a) and 4.2(b) show the dependency between window length w and feature
extraction computing time. As displayed in Fig. 4.2(a), the computing time of RMS,
WL, VAR, ZC and MNF are less than 1ms regardless the changes of window length,
and the low computing cost can be almost ignored by a myo-electric control system.
Further, it is identified that the computing time of RMS, WL, VAR and ZC increase
linearly with the window length at a computation complexity O(n). In contrast, the
computation complexity of MNF is O(nlog(n)), mainly determined by the efficiency
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Figure 4.3: Hand motion classification accuracy evaluation with different window
length
of Fast Fourier Transform algorithm. For features SAEN and AR4, the computing time
(several hundreds milliseconds) is much higher than the others. In addition, it is worth
noting that the computing time is higher than the time space of a window length in the
range of tested window length. Thus, AR4 and SAEN are hardly to be utilised in a
real-time control scheme, unless more efficient computing algorithms are developed.
Figs. 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) show the dependency between the window length and the
classification accuracy with different features. As expected, all the curves demonstrate
a tendency that the classification accuracy goes up alone with the increase of window
length, which is consistent with the study in (Englehart & Hudgins, 2003). To iden-
tify the tradeoff between window length and classification accuracy, this thesis defines
a basic window length, at which the accuracy reaches 97% of the maximum classi-
fication accuracy in the testing curve. All the turning points of different features are
marked on Fig. 4.3(a) and 4.3(b), showing that a 300 ms window length can always
ensure a 97% maximum classification accuracy. The processing delay of each feature
at a 300 ms window length (displayed in Fig. 4.2) is 0.07 ms, 0.03 ms, 0.07 ms, 0.04
ms, 0.51 ms, 349.71ms and 808.75 ms for RMS, WL, VAR, ZC, MNF, SAEN and
AR4, respectively. Since the processing delays of SAEN and AR4 are larger than 300
ms, SAEN and AR4 are not suitable for real-time applications.
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Figure 4.4: Hand motion classification accuracy evaluation with different incremental
interval
The final step is to select a proper incremental interval t that determines the time
span for feature extraction and other algorithms (known as processing delay τ ). The
larger the interval is, a control system has more time to process signals and to make
a decision for controlling a robotic hand. Thus, a wider interval is expected to leave
sufficient time for computing. However, as displayed in Figs. 4.4(a) and 4.4(b), a slight
decrease of classification accuracy with t increases is identified for each feature, so a
small incremental window interval can slightly contribute to the accuracy. Based on
this results, this paper adopts a 50 ms or 100 ms incremental interval for on-line and
off-line analysis.
The window parameter evaluation of this thesis contains several novelties. First
of all, different from other studies (Englehart & Hudgins, 2003; Farrell & Weir, 2007;
Smith et al., 2011), in which only time-domain features are utilised for optimising win-
dow parameters, the features of MNF and SAEN are evaluated in this thesis as well. It
is found that MNF and SAEN show the same law as the time-domain feature. For ex-
ample, MNF and SAEN also demonstrate a classification accuracy enhancement with
window length increases, indicating that a long window length providing greater tem-
poral information can result in a decrease in feature variability. Secondly, there exists
problems of frequent overshooting of target postures by PR based myo-prosthetic hand
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interaction when increasing the window length. Although there are no prosthetic hand
manipulation experiments involved in this section, it should be noted that the utilised
16 channel sEMG channel system can supply more informations. Therefore, it may
require shorter window length to achieve an acceptable classification accuracy as other
less channel EMG systems.
4.5 EMG Feature Normalisation and Scaling
Normalisation of EMG signal amplitudes has been used to improve signal repeatabil-
ity to enable more sensitive comparisons between muscles, testing sessions and partici-
pants (Chapman et al., 2010). In our knowledge, the effect of feature normalisation and
scaling in hand motion classification has not been discussed in literatures. Thus, this
thesis proposes an EMG signal normalisation and scaling function to investigate how
does EMG normalisation and scaling influence EMG based hand motion classification.
The normalisation and scaling function is defined as follows:
y = g(a, x)

g1(a, x) if a ≥ 0, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
x if a = 0, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
g2(a, x) if a < 0, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1
, (4.10)
where,
g1(x) =
f1(x)− f1(0)
f1(1)− f1(0) , 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, (4.11)
where
f1(x) = 1− e−ax, 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, a > 0, (4.12)
and
g2(x) =
f2(x)− f2(0)
f2(1)− f2(0) , 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, (4.13)
where
f2(x) = e
−ax, 0 x ≤ 1, a < 0. (4.14)
In the above equations, x is a single channel EMG feature, and its value ranges
from 0 to 1. The coefficient a is a nonlinear transformation scale. Fig. 4.5 shows the
graph of the function with different coefficient a.
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Figure 4.5: The graph of normalisation and scaling function
4.5.1 Experiments
This thesis conducts an experiment to evaluate the functionality of feature normali-
sation and scaling in hand motion classification in offline analysis. The experiments
are implemented on a 1.3 GHz Intel Core i5 workstation using compiled Matlab code
with version R2012b. The utilised dataset is described in Section 5.2. Seven features
described in Section 4.3 are extracted for each EMG channel, and then these features
are normalised into [0, 1] as the input x in Equ. 4.5. A LDA classifier is employed
to obtain the classification accuracy via 10-fold cross validation. Note that only the
steady state sEMG signals are utilised to classify hand motions.
4.5.2 Results
Fig .4.6 shows the dependency between coefficient a and hand motion classification
accuracy of seven types of features, and the peak point of each curve is labeled by the
symbol×. For all the tested features, there is a tendency that the classification accuracy
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Figure 4.6: The dependency between scaling factor a and hand motion classification
accuracy
rises with the increase of a value to a certain point, after which the accuracy starts to
fall or keeps relatively stable. For features, MNF, SAEN, AR4 and ZC, a clear accuracy
decrease can be identified after reaching a peak, and the values of a are close to zero.
But for other features, VAR, WL and RMS, the a values at the highest accuracy is
around 12. The averaged accuracy improvement across all the tested features is 0.18%
after feature normalisation and scaling.
4.5.3 Discussion
From the experiment, it is found that the classification accuracy can be improved by
EMG feature normalisation and scaling, although the absolute improvement is only
by 0.18%. It is worth noting that the basic classification accuracy is already approx-
imately 99%, and as such 0.18% improvement is still significant. In addition, there
exists difference on the optimised normalisation and scaling factors for different fea-
tures. In this experiment, the optimised a values are 10, 13, 11, 1, 3, 1, 0 for RMS,
VAR, WL, ZC, SAEN, MNF and AR4, respectively. This result reveals that a large fea-
ture normalisation and scaling coefficient is required for amplitude-based features, like
RMS, VAR and WL, and meanwhile these features are more robust to the coefficient
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a when a > 0. It can be explained that a > 0 indicates spreading the low level muscle
activities to a large scale and compressing the high level muscle activities. If a < 0,
low level muscle activities are compressed and high level muscle activities are spread.
Because the optimised a value satisfying a ≥ 0, it can be concluded that low level
muscle activities may contain more hand motion information than high level muscle
activities. In literature, an example of EMG feature nonlinear scaling is the logarithm
function that is similar with the proposed function when a > 0, and both of which
spread the concentrated data points while condense the highly scattered points (Mo-
men et al., 2007). Obviously, the hand motion classification can be improved through
feature normalisation and scaling, which is possibly because that an EMG signal is
nonlinearly related to contraction force (Weir et al., 1992).
Furthermore, feature normalisation and scaling procedure can be easily applied to
any on-line system. The only condition is to make sure that the value of input features
for the scaling function g(a, x) are within the range from 0 to 1. Thus, in an online
processing system, the maximum and minimum values of a feature should be updated
according to the feature input. An on-line normalisation method with certain anti-
interference ability can be described as follows.
xmin(t) = x(t) if x(t) < xmin(t), (4.15)
xmin(t) = x(t) if x(t) > xmax(t), (4.16)
xn(t) =
x(t)− xmin(t)
xmax(t)− xmin(t) , (4.17)
xmin(t+ 1) = λ1xmin(t), (4.18)
xmax(t+ 1) = λ2xmax(t), (4.19)
where xn(t) is the normalized output; λ1 and λ2 are the anti-interference factors. The
online processing system computes from Equ. 4.15 to Equ. 4.19 in a period. For
example, let λ1 = 1.001 and λ2 = 0.999 to improve the myo-electric system robustness
by means of reducing the effect of sensory information error.
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4.6 EMG Maps
EMG signals are usually visualised in amplitude mode (A-Mode), where the change
of EMG signal amplitude along with a time axis is displayed. EMG signals in A-mode
highlight the changes of a signal in the temporal domain, while it cannot demonstrate
the spacial relationship between different EMG channels. However, the spacial rela-
tionship of EMG signals in different channel plays a critical role in a multi-channel
EMG system, especially, when electrodes are evenly distributed. With the popularity
of HD-EMG in recent years, EMG maps are widely employed to observe the EMG
signal change in a spacial domain in accordant to the electrode distribution. More-
over, EMG map bridges EMG signals with muscle functionality directly. An EMG
map studies the relationship among different EMG channels in a spacial domain, from
which the electrodes experiencing strong muscle activities can be identified. There-
fore, with additional priori knowledge of muscle-electrode relationship, the muscles
that are more active than others can be identified via EMG maps. Consequently, the
corresponding hand motion can be deduced in anatomy.
In recent five years, EMG maps (Gallina et al., 2012; Merletti et al., 2008; Rojas-
Martinez et al., 2012a,b; van Elswijk et al., 2008) that illustrate which electrode lo-
cations experience strong myoelectric activity during different motion tasks, and these
maps can be examined to determine if distinguishable muscle activation patterns are
produced for different tasks for each subject (Daley et al., 2012). These EMG maps
are mostly in the field of HD-EMG with different research objectives. Rojas-Martinez
et al. (2012a,b) utilise EMG maps to investigate arm muscles for the DoF of elbow re-
gardless hand movements. van Elswijk et al. (2008) present the amplitude topography
of voluntary EMG with wrist extension and finger extension, and qualify the spatial
distributions of the EMG potentials by their centres of gravity in EMG maps. Gallina
et al. (2012) display EMG maps by interpolating 64 RMS values with a factor of 10,
and the shift of map barycentres can be easily identified on these maps, which reflects
the given force level. Rojas-Martinez et al. (2012a) extract features from EMG map to
discriminate the types of tasks or the effort levels, where the HD-EMG maps are in the
scale of either normalised RMS or the intensity with the unit of dB (Rojas-Martinez
et al., 2012b). Thus, it is reasonable to believe that the EMG maps under the same hand
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Figure 4.7: A demonstration of EMG map for forearm muscles
motion are somewhat equivalent to the EMG patterns/templates that will be utilised to
recognise a hand motion, referring to Fig. 4.9.
4.6.1 A Specialised EMG Map
Chapter 3 proposes an EMG signal capturing system with a multi-channel electrode
sleeve that covers forearm muscles. This section presents a real-time sEMG map ac-
cording to the electrode configuration (belt structure) that monitors forearm muscle
activities. The template of the specialised EMG map is displayed in Fig. 4.7(a), where
a solid dot indicates an electrode, and a dash line connecting two electrodes (or an
annular sector) stands for an EMG channel. In the map, 16 annular sectors are dis-
tributed in two annulars, inner-annular and extra-annular. On each annular, there are
8 annular sectors, and each annular sector represents an sEMG channel. The location
of each annular sector is associated with the electrode position on the forearm. The
extra-annular represents the proximal sEMG channels labeled from channel 1 to 8, and
the inter-annular represents the sEMG channels labeled from channel 9 to 16 is close
to the hand. The specialised EMG map provides a portable vehicle to visualise fore-
arm muscle EMG signals, where the patterns of different hand motions can be easily
identified. Fig.4.7(b) illustrates an instance of EMG map (in RMS feature) while a
subject was performing a wrist flexion, and four hand motions and their EMG maps at
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Figure 4.8: The EMG maps of four hand gestures
an instant moment can be seen in Fig. 4.8. Another advantage is that the information
that is deliverer by EMG map is immune to the exerting force. As displayed in Figs.
4.9(a) and 4.9(b), each EMG map was recorded when a subject was doing the same
gesture but with different forces. It is found that the EMG maps under the same hand
motion has the similar pattern regardless the force, while the EMG patterns are quite
different when comparing different hand motions.
4.6.2 Forearm Muscles and Their Functionalities
Hand or wrist movements are mainly determined by the activities of forearm mus-
cles. Forearm muscles can be divided into several groups for controlling different
hand joints. Generally, these muscles are responsible for wrist movements, finger and
thumb movements and forearm rotation.
There are five main muscles for controlling the wrist movements. They are ex-
tensor carpi radialis brevis muscle (ECRBM), extensor carpi radialis longus mus-
cle (ECRLM), extensor carpi ulnaris muscle (ECUM), flexor carpi radialis muscle
(FCRM) and flexor carpi ulnaris muscle (FCUM). ECRBM, ECRLM and ECUM
are responsible for extending the wrist, while FCRM and FCUM function to flex the
wrist. Meanwhile, four of these muscles are also responsible for wrist abduction (i.e.
ECRBM, ECRLM) and adduction (i.e. ECUM, FCUM). It is worth noting that there
exists another muscle, palmaris longus muscle (PLM) functioning to flex the hand at
the wrist, which is one of the most variable muscles in the body and is sometimes
(10%) absent.
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(a) An example EMG map with different exerting force
under the gesture of touching index finger
(b) An example EMG map with different exerting force
under the gesture of touching middle finger
Figure 4.9: The changes of EMG map with different exerting force
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Supination and pronation are two hand motions that rotating the hand palm up-
ward and downward, determined by three muscles, pronator quadratus muscle (PQM),
pronator teres muscle (PTM), supinator muscle (SM), among which PQM and PTM
function to rotate the arm toward inside, as when the hand is turned so the palm is
facing downward (pronation), and SM assists the biceps brachii (in the upper arm) in
rotating the forearm laterally (supination).
Except for wrist movements and forearm rotation, the other muscles function to
control five fingers.
There are mainly three DoFs (abduction/adduction, flexion/extension and opposi-
tion) of the thumb. To control these DoFs, ten muscles are involved in, but only four of
them are on the forearm, which are abductor pollicis longus muscle (APLM), extensor
pollicis brevis muscle (EPBM), extensor pollicis longus muscle (EPLM), flexor polli-
cis longus muscle (FPLM). APLM serves to abduct the thumb basal joint, along with
other muscles that radially abduct the thumb. EPBM extends the thumb metacarpopha-
langeal joint and weakly abducts the thumb basal joint, along with other muscles that
produce radial and palmar abduction. EPLM extends the thumb interphalangeal joint.
FPLM flexes the thumb interphalangeal joint (primary) and metacarpophalangeal joint
(weak). These four pieces muscles are located in the deep layer of the front part of
the forearm. The other five muscles, including abductor pollicis brevis, adductor polli-
cis, first dorsal interosseous, flexor pollicis brevis and opponents pollicis, are all in the
hand, and thus the electrode sleeve cannot cover them. As a result, thumb opposition
and adduction hardly can be identified from forearm EMG signals.
Flexor digitorum profundus index muscle (FDPIM), flexor digitorum superficialis
index muscle (FDSIM), extensor digitorum index muscle (EDIM) and extensor indicis
muscle (EIM) control the flexion and extension of the index finger. Similarly, flexion
and extension of the middle and little fingers are by the corresponding flexsor digi-
torum profundus muscle (FDPM), flexor digitorum superficialis muscle (FDSM) and
extensor digitorum muscle (EDM). In addition, there are another two special exten-
sors, named extensor digiti minimi muscle (EDMM) that severs to straighten the little
finger, and flexor digiti minimi brevis muscle that locates in the hand to assist flexing
the little finger. It is worth noting that FDPM, FDSM and EDM are multi-tendoned
muscles controlling the fingers except the thumb. The movements of a individual fin-
ger, especially the middle finger and the ring finger, are produced not by independent
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Figure 4.10: Demonstration of forearm muscles covered by the electrode sleeve
sets of muscles acting on each digit, but by the activity of several muscles, many of
which act on more than one digit, combined such that the net effect was movement of
one digit more than others (Schieber, 1995).
The palmar interosseous muscles adducting the fingers toward the middle finger,
and the palmar interosseous muscles abducting the fingers away from the middle finger
are intrinsic, located on the hand, and thus the corresponding hand motions are hardly
recognised by the forearm sEMG signals.
4.6.3 Muscles Covered by EMG Sleeve
As motioned in Chapter 3, a novel sEMG electrode sleeve is proposed in capturing
sEMG signals on the forearm. When wearing the electrode sleeve according to a cer-
tain rule as described in Section 3.5.2, subjects are not required to identify the location
of muscles. This section will investigate the potential muscles being covered by the
electrode sleeve, and the potential hand motions that can be identified from the sEMG
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Table 4.1: The relationship between electrode and their responsible hand motions
Strongly Related Weakly Related
E1/E9 Finger flexion
E2/E10 Wrist flexion and adduction Finger flexion
E3/E11 Wrist flexion and adduction Finger flexion
E4/E12 wrist flexion and abduction Finger flexion
E5/E13 Arm flexion Wrist extension and abduction
E6/E14 Wrist extension and abduction
E7/E15 Finger extension
E8/E16 Wrist extension and adduction, finger extension
signals.
Fig. 4.10 demonstrates the potential muscles being covered by 16 electrodes. Ob-
viously, the forearm muscular structure is very complex and it is not easy to tell which
muscle is specially covered by which electrode. Generally, there are two groups of
muscles locating on the posterior compartment and the anterior compartment of the
forearm. Posterior compartment comprises ECUM, EDMM, EDM, EPLM, APLM,
ECRBM, ECRLM and BRAM, and anterior compartment contains FCUM, FDPM,
FPLM FDSM, PLM and FCRM. Basically, former muscles function to flex the wrist/fin-
gers, while the others extend the wrist/fingers. Thus, sEMG signals from electrodes
E1/E9, E2/E10, E3/E11, E4/E12 are more likely to reflect finger/wrist flexion, while,
signals from electrodes E5/E13, E6/E14, E7/E15, E8/E16 are related to finger/wrist
extension. It should be noted that an electrode pair, like E1 and E9, E2 and E10, etc.,
are on different positions of the forearm, but along the same direction of the forearm,
and thus they are very likely to be on the same piece of muscle.
Table 4.1 illustrates the relationship between electrodes and their responsible po-
tential hand motions. For example, E1/E9 is partly above FDP that functions to flex
fingers, and as such E1 is very likely to reflect the hand motion of finger flexion. In the
proposed EMG capturing system, bipolar EMG amplification is utilised, and thus two
electrodes contribute to a channel of EMG signal. From this table, the hand motion
can be roughly estimated through investigating which EMG channel is experiencing
strong muscular activities.
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4.6.4 Magnitude-angle Feature
To qualify the relationship between electrode location and muscle functionality in
anatomy, this section proposes a high-level feature, magnitude-angle (MA) feature,
based on any basic feature (e.g. the seven features described in Section 4.3). The
definition of MA feature is formulated as follows.
x¯a = x1 − x5 +
√
2
2
(x2 + x8 − x4 − x6), (4.20)
x¯b = x9 − x13 +
√
2
2
(x10 + x16 − x12 − x14), (4.21)
y¯a = x3 − x7 +
√
2
2
(x2 + x4 − x6 − x8), (4.22)
y¯b = x11 − x15 +
√
2
2
(x10 + x12 − x14 − x16), (4.23)
ra =
√
x¯2a + y¯
2
a, (4.24)
rb =
√
x¯2b + y¯
2
b , (4.25)
θa =

arctan( y¯a
x¯a
) x¯a > 0
arctan( y¯a
x¯a
) + pi x¯a < 0, y¯a > 0
arctan( y¯a
x¯a
)− pi x¯a < 0, y¯a ≤ 0
0 x¯a = 0
(4.26)
and
θb =

arctan( y¯b
x¯b
) x¯b > 0
arctan( y¯b
x¯b
) + pi x¯b < 0, y¯b > 0
arctan( y¯b
x¯b
)− pi x¯b < 0, y¯b ≤ 0
0 x¯b = 0
(4.27)
where x1, x2...x16 are the basic features of EMG signals for each EMG channels. There
are 16 EMG channels in the proposed EMG capturing system. ra and θa are the magni-
tude and angle parts obtained from EMG channel 1 to 8, while rb and θb are for channel
9 to 16. θa and θb are in the range of [−pi, pi). Although the angles around pi or −pi are
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Figure 4.11: MA features for hand motions: HC and HO.
close to each other in geometry, they can be both positive or negative in Equs.4.26 and
4.27. Therefore, two close points in 2D space may be apart in scale value. Therefore,
x¯a, x¯b, y¯a and y¯a are more suitable to describe the properties of the MA feature.
4.6.4.1 Experiments
Offline analysis is conducted to evaluate the functionality of MA feature in muscle
activity interpretation. The utilised EMG dataset is described in Section 5.2. These
hand motions include hand close (HC), hand open (HO), wrist extension (WE), wrist
flexion (WF), pronation (WP), supination (WS), index finger flexion (FI), middle finer
flexion (FM), ring finger flexion (FR) and little finger flexion (FL). Only the steady
state sEMG signal was evaluated in this experiment. The basic feature used in this
experiment is RMS.
4.6.4.2 Results and Discussion
Fig. 4.11 shows the points of (x¯a, y¯a) (blue + for HC and red ? for HO) and (x¯b, y¯b)
(green + for HC and cyan ? for HO). Two red lines originated from (0, 0) to the cen-
troid of the HC/HO samples present the averaged MA vectors. Referring to Fig. 4.10,
it is found that the averaged MA vector of HO without basic feature normalisation (Fig.
4.11(a)) directs to the muscle of EDM, and the HO vector after normalisation directs to
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Figure 4.12: MA features for hand motions: WE and WF
the border of EDM and ECRBM. The movement of hand open recruits the muscles of
EDM and ECRBM to extend the fingers and the wrist. Thus, the direction of HO vec-
tor can reflect the corresponding muscle activities. For the movement of hand close,
two averaged MA vectors based on normalised and unnormalised basic feature are in-
consistent. In Fig.4.11(a), the HC vector directs to the muscles FCUM and FDPM,
while in fig. 4.11(a), the HC vector directs to the muscle FCRM and FDSM. This con-
troversial result shows the random recruitment of FCUM, FDPM, FCRM and FDSM
for hand close. But these four muscles all works to flex the fingers or the wrist.
Similarly, Fig. 4.12 shows the points of (x¯a, y¯a) (blue + for WE and red ? for
WF) and (x¯b, y¯b) (green + for WE and green ? for WE). In both normalised and unnor-
malised situations, MA feature directions of WE vectors and WF vectors are consistent.
MA features of WE direct to the muscles EDM and ECRBM that serve to extend the
fingers and wrist. MA features of WF direct to FCUM and FDPM that functions to flex
the wrist and fingers. However, there are five muscles determine the flexion (by FCUM
and FCRM) and extension of the wrist (by ECUM, ECRBM and ECRLM). Therefore,
there should exist a range of MA vector to represent the same hand motion.
Fig. 4.13 shows the points of (x¯a, y¯a) (blue + for WP and red ? for WS) and (x¯b, y¯b)
(green + for WP and cyan ? for WS). Because the muscles for forearm pronation and
supination are not included in Fig. 4.1, an additional figure (seen in Fig. 4.14) is
provided to show the positions of these muscles on the forearm. Pronator quadratus
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Figure 4.13: MA features for hand motions: WP and WS
Figure 4.14: Four pieces of muscles for supination and pronation
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Figure 4.15: MA features for hand motions: WP and WS
and pronator teres function to pronate; supinator and biceps brachii work to supinate.
The biceps brachii and pronator quadratus are not covered by the proposed electrode
sleeve, and supinator and pronator teres are partly covered. But supinator and pronator
teres are deep muscles that are closely attached to ulna and radius, and thus the EMG
signals being captured by the surface electrodes are weak. In Fig. 4.13(a), the averaged
magnitude of MA feature is obviously less than that of HC, HO, WE and WF, reflecting
that a deep muscle activity is hardly to be captured. In addition, MA feature directions
of WP and WS are somewhat consistent with position of pronator teres and supinator.
Fig. 4.15 shows the points of (x¯a, y¯a) and (x¯b, y¯b) (blue 4 for FI, red 5 for FM,
green C for FR and cyan B for FL). Intuitively, when performing the hand motions of
FI, FM, FR and FL, the muscles of FDPM and FDSM contract to flex the fingers. How-
ever, MA features direct to the muscle of extensors of the wrist and fingers. The results
indicate that when a subject individually flexes a finger, the muscles for extending the
rest fingers play more significant effect on EMG signals.
4.7 Summary
This chapter introduces the EMG feature that functions to remove EMG signal ran-
domness and to reduce EMG signal dimension. The coefficients of window technique
is investigated to judge its influence on computing efficiency and classification accu-
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racy, etc. Furthermore, this chapter proposes a function for EMG feature normalisation
and scaling to improve hand motion classification accuracy via selecting suitable scal-
ing coefficient. Moreover, a specialised EMG map is proposed to visualise the EMG
signal and to establish the spacial relationship between muscles and multiple EMG
channels. Inspired by it, a magnitude-angle feature is proposed to indicate the most
active muscles around the forearm, which bridges the anatomical functionality of fore-
arm muscles and EMG signals.
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Chapter 5
EMG Signal Repeatability
Investigation Towards a Robust
Prosthetic Hand Interface
5.1 Introduction
Recent years, EMG PR-based control for multi-functional prosthetic hand attracts great
attention, since it can extract more information from the available muscles than conven-
tional methods, and meanwhile provide more intuitive control for myoelectric prosthe-
ses (Daley et al., 2012). Generally, PR methods are supervised and require the extrac-
tion of patterns from sEMG signals. EMG pattern repeatability determines the success
of PR-based control. The implementation of EMG PR-based prosthetic interaction can
be divided into two phases: training and using. In the training phase, a classifier is ad-
justed by the training data set, and then be used to recognise new patterns in the using
phase. Therefore, it is important to evaluate whether the EMG patterns in the using
phase can be repeated in using phase. The purpose of this chapter is to discover the
potential approaches for improving the robustness of EMG PR-based control in terms
of EMG signal repeatability.
EMG signal repeatability means the similarity of two spans of EMG signals being
captured in different time with the same intention. It somewhat determines whether an
intended command can be generated precisely by patients. To improve EMG signal re-
peatability, features are usually utilised to avoid the randomness of EMG signals. This
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chapter evaluates EMG signal repeatability in three levels: intrasession repeatability,
intersession repeatability and intersubject repeatability. Intrasession repeatability eval-
uates the signal similarity during one wear of electrode sleeve, which mainly investi-
gates if the intended EMG signal changes with time. Intersession repeatability means
the EMG similarity between two wears of electrode sleeve. It determines whether
the EMG signals collected in the previous session have reference value for the next
session, and a better intersession repeatability save the training time for the amputees
during day-to-day use. Intersubject repeatability measures the EMG signal similarity
from two subjects under the same hand motion and the same electrode configuration,
which is related to the issue that if a universal myoelectric interface can be provided
for different patients.
This chapter intends to investigate the repeatability of sEMG signal/patterns in a
context of myo-prosthetic control with the goals of saving amputees’ training time in
daily prosthetic hand use and improve the long term usability of sEMG based human
machine interface. The factors, like electrode configuration, EMG signal normalisation
and EMG feature selection are discussed in the context of EMG signal repeatability .
The electrode sleeve proposed in Section 3.5 is introduced to simplify the experimen-
tal procedure. Electrode displacement occurs during day-to-day use of the electrode
sleeve. Moreover, we also attempt to explore the relationship between sEMG pattern
repeatability and hand motions.
5.2 Methodology
5.2.1 Subjects
Two able-bodied subjects are employed in to investigate the repeatability of sEMG
signals, [subject 1, age: 41, mass: 72 kg, height: 174 cm] and [subject 2, age: 28,
mass: 62 kg, height: 170 cm]. Subjects had no previous history of neuropathies or
traumas to the upper limbs. This project is approved by the ethic institution of the
University of Portsmouth.
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(b) Zig electrode layout
Figure 5.1: Two electrode layouts with the same number of electrodes
5.2.2 Apparatus
To measure sEMG signals on the forearm, a multi-channel sEMG acquisition system
(Fang et al., 2013) is employed, which is specially developed to capture forearm sEMG
signals by the authors. This device supports up to 16 bipolar EMG channels, 5000 am-
plification gains, 1 kHz sampling frequency and 12 bits ADC resolution. This system
integrates a band-pass filter that is consisted of two Sallen-Key filters with the cut-off
frequency at approximately 20 Hz and 500 Hz. In addition, a notch filter with the
fundamental frequency at 50 Hz is also deployed in hardware to remove power line
noises.
Electrode configuration, as the significant part of the sEMG signal capturing sys-
tem, is tailored in this paper. The electrode material that contacts with the skin is nickel
free metal, which is a part of press studs snap fasteners (Prym Fashion Ltd., Germany),
and the contact area between an electrode and skin is a disk with 10mm diameters.
Electrodes are fixed on an elastic fabric sleeve that is made from 78% Nylon and 22%
Spandex, and the distances between electrodes vary with different arm sizes. Two
types of electrode layouts are designed in this paper for comparison purposes, as seen
in Fig. 5.1, where a circle indicates an electrode, and a triangle stands for one bipolar
EMG channel formed by two electrodes collected by a dash line. Fig. 5.1(a) is parallel
electrode layout with 8 EMG channels. Fig. 5.1(b) is the proposed electrode layout,
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where one electrode is shared by two channels, and there are 16 EMG channels in total.
The zig layout is newly proposed, while the parallel electrode configuration is popular
recent years for hand motion recognition. The expanded view of the fabric sleeve can
be seen in Fig. 3.20. The procedure of wearing and taking off the electrode array sleeve
mimics the procedure of donning and doffing a prosthesis during day-to-day use.
5.2.3 Data Collection
Ten hand motions are designed for sEMG data collection, as seen in Fig. 5.2, which
involves overall hand movements (hand-close and hand-open), wrist movements (wrist
flexion, extension, supination, pronation) and finger movements (thumb opposition
towards index finger, middle finger, ring finger and little finger). In the experiment, a
trial means a repetition of a hand motion, and 10 trials are repeated for each motion.
An experimental session means collecting data from one wear of the electrode sleeve.
Six sessions of data collection were completed for each subject, three of which, noted
by SZ1, SZ2 and SZ3, were collected from zig electrode layout, and the others, noted
by SP1, SP2 and SP3, were from parallel electrode layout. The time interval of the data
collection with the same electrode layout is at least one day. In each session, sEMG
data of ten motions (1 Hand Close, 2 Hand Open, 3 Wrist Flexion, 4 Wrist Extension,
5 Pronation, 6 Supination and 7-10 thumb opposition towards index finger, middle
finger, ring finger and little finger) are collected in accordance with the sequence listed
in Fig. 5.2. Subjects repeat a motion according to the cue signals at 5s, 15s, 25s, ...
95s , and maintain a motion for 5s, until an end cue be given at 10s, 20s, 30s, ... , 100s.
One channel of raw sEMG signals (from channel 1, motion 1, session SZ2 and subject
2) is displayed in Fig. 5.2.
Before data collection, no treatment of the forearm skin is required in order to facil-
itate prosthetic donning. Furthermore, we also avoid marking the electrode positions
on the skin. Therefore, electrode shifts would occur randomly, and as such to enhance
the diversity of the collected EMG data. Subjects were assisted by the author to wear
the electrode sleeve as described in Fig. 3.20. After subjects wear the electrode sleeve,
another empty sleeve with no electrode is used to cover the previous one for the sake
of generating a squeeze to the electrodes towards the skin. Data screening was applied
until every EMG channel work properly with a good skin-electrodes contact, which
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Figure 5.2: The scenario of sEMG data collection
is usually less than 10 minutes. During data collection, the subjects were seated in a
chair in front of an experimental desk facing a computer monitor with the elbow on a
chair handle, seen in Fig. 5.2.
5.2.4 Signal Processing
The sEMG signals were segmented with 300 ms windows and 100 ms intervals for
feature extraction, which is consistent with the analysis result discussed in Section 4.4
and a 100 ms interval is sufficient for real-time requirement of prosthetic manipulation.
Two features are considered in this paper for further analysis: sample entropy (Phiny-
omark et al., 2013) and root mean square (RMS) (Fang et al., 2013). Sample entropy
is proved to be the most stable EMG feature for hand motion recognition (Phinyomark
et al., 2013), and RMS is a prevalent feature of low computing complexity and plausi-
ble performance.
Only steady-state EMG signals are employed to evaluate sEMG signal repeatabil-
ity, which is based on an assumption that a prosthesis is not able to respond to transitory
signal due to mechanical inertia (Chan & Englehart, 2005). We regard the start points
of the steady-state EMG signal as one second after the cue signals, at 6, 16, ... and
106 s, and the end points are one second after the cue signals at 9, 19, .... and 109 s.
One second delay is not only for extracting steady-state signals, but also for allowing
a response time for subjects to follow the cue signals. Similarly, EMG signals present
the rest states were also extracted in the regions of [11 s, 14 s], [21 s, 24 s] and so forth.
Consequently, the sample size of a hand motion in one session is 3410 (31 samples in
one trial, 10 trials for one motion and totally 11 motions including hand rest).
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EMG signal amplitude normalisation has been used to improve repeatability to
enable more sensitive comparisons between muscles, testing sessions and participants
(Chapman et al., 2010).
5.2.5 EMG Signal Waveform Shape Repeatability Analysis
To evaluate the repeatability of EMG signal waveform shapes, normalised root mean
square difference (NRMSD) is utilised, given in Equ. 5.1, which indicates whether two
shapes of signal waveforms match each other and how well it is. The lower the value
of NRMSD is, the better EMG signals match each other. Since raw sEMG signals are
somewhat stochastic, RMS and SAEN are extracted to present profiles and properties
of sEMG signals in incremental windows. RMS and SAEN are also normalised to
MAX for comparisons, indicated by normalised RMS (NRMS) and normalised SAEN
(NSAEN). Experiments were implemented in intrasession, interday (intersession) and
intersubject test.
NRMSD(i) =
√∑n
t=1[y=(x1,i,t−x2,i,t)]2
n
ymax − ymin , (5.1)
where x1,i and x2,i are two trails of EMG features of channel i; n is the length of a
trail; ymax and ymin are the maximum and minimum values of the difference between
two trails.
5.2.6 EMG Pattern Repeatability Analysis
EMG patterns are the templates for describing multi-channel EMG signals of differ-
ent hand motions. Ideally, a hand motion should have similar EMG pattern but also
discriminative patterns, so a hand motion can be easily identified. EMG pattern re-
peatability can be evaluated by a classifier and the classification accuracy indicates the
repeatability of EMG patterns to some extent. In this chapter, samples were fed to k-
nearest neighbors (kNN) and LDA algorithms that have been widely used in this area
for training and classification (a couple of samples for training and the rest for testing),
and a higher classification accuracy indicates better EMG pattern repeatability. The
same to other analysing methods, intrasession, interday and intersubject training and
testing approaches are involved in.
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5.2.7 Within Class and Between Class Distance Repeatability Anal-
ysis
We introduced two metrics based on (He et al., 2014) and (Bunderson & Kuiken,
2012) to quantify the repeatability of EMG features. The within class distance (Din) is
defined to measure the within class distance. Greater consistency in pattern generation
results in a lower Din.
Din =
1
10
10∑
j=1
1
N
N∑
k=1
1
2
√
(µTrkj − µkj)TΣ−1Trkj(µTrkj − µkj), (5.2)
where ΣTrkj is the covariance of the training data for class j and training group k, and
µTrkj , µkj are the centroid vector of the training samples and testing samples.
To test the intrasession, intersession and intersubject repeatability of EMG signals,
we defined three within class distance as follows.
Din,intrasession =
1
10
10∑
j=1
1
10
10∑
k=1
1
2
√
(µTrkj − µkj)TΣ−1Trkj(µTrkj − µkj), (5.3)
where ΣTrkj is the covariance of the training data for class j and training group k (9
of 10 trails for training and the rest trail for test), and a Din,intrasession value can be
obtained from a session.
Din,intersession =
1
10
10∑
j=1
1
6
6∑
k=1
1
2
√
(µTrkj − µkj)TΣ−1Trkj(µTrkj − µkj), (5.4)
where ΣTrkj is the covariance of the training data for class j and training group k.
1 of 3 session is used for training and the rest two for testing respectively. Since one
subject completes 3 sessions, there are 6 training and testing combinations determining
the up-boundary of k.
Din,intersession =
1
10
10∑
j=1
1
9
9∑
k=1
1
2
√
(µTrkj − µkj)TΣ−1Trkj(µTrkj − µkj), (5.5)
where ΣTrkj is the covariance of the training data for class j and training group k. In
this test, 1 of 3 sessions of subject 1 is employed for training, and 1 of 3 sessions of
subject 2 is for testing, and thus there are 9 training and testing combinations.
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The distance between classes (Dbetween) is defined to measure the distance between
classes of different motions. It is given by
Dbetween =
1
10
10∑
j=1
min
k=1,2,...,10;k 6=j
1
2
√
(µj − µk)TΣ−1j (µj − µk), (5.6)
which is the averaged one-half Mahalanobis distance from the centroid of the class
j (µj) to the centroid of the nearest class (µk). A smaller Dbetween means a shorter
distance between classes of different motions. Similarly, Dbetween is further divided
into Dbetween,intrasession, Dbetween,intersession and Dbetween,intersubject.
It is expected to achieve better classification accuracy by reducing the within class
distanceDin and expanding the between class distanceDbetween, so as to improve radio
between Dbetween and Din,
Rd =
Dbetween
Din
. (5.7)
5.3 Results
Table 5.1 depicts the intrasession waveform repeatability evaluated by NRMSD across
different EMG channels and electrode layouts. The data in Table 5.1 are averaged from
both subjects and ten hand motions. Four features, RMS, NRMS, SAEN and NSAEN
were investigated, and the lowest NRMSD (0.26) appears in the feature of NSAEN,
regardless of zig or parallel electrode layout.
Table 5.2 shows the intrasubject waveform repeatability test result under different
electrode layout, feature, subject and channel. The data in this table for each channel
are the averaged NRMSD of 10 hand motions, three interday combinations (day 1 and
day 2, day 2 and day 3, day 1 and day3). It is found that the lowest averaged NRMSD
(0.20) across all EMG channels occurs under the condition of zig electrode layout and
NSAEN feature.
Table 5.3 exhibits the intersubject waveform repeatability testing results, and the
data in this table are averaged on 10 motions, 6 intersubject session combinations. The
lowest NRMSD (0.22) is obtained when zig electrode layout and NSAEN are used,
which is consistent with Tables 5.1 and 5.2.
Tables 5.4 to 5.7 show the results of within and between class distance based re-
peatability test. Data of Table 5.4 are the within class distance of 12 sessions with
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Table 5.4: Intrasession within class distance (Din,intrasession)
Electrode Zig Parallel
Subject S1 S2 S1 S2
Day 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
RMS 0.93 0.89 0.86 0.82 0.84 0.83 0.90 0.91 0.97 0.89 0.86 0.85
SAEN 0.94 0.91 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.85 0.93 0.94 0.99 0.91 0.88 0.87
NRMS 0.76 0.72 0.71 0.68 0.68 0.70 0.77 0.77 0.81 0.77 0.72 0.75
NSAEN 0.93 0.89 0.86 0.82 0.84 0.83 0.90 0.91 0.97 0.89 0.86 0.85
Table 5.5: Intrasession between class distance (Dout,intrasession)
Electrode Zig Parallel
Subject S1 S2 S1 S2
Day 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
RMS 7.08 7.08 8.13 6.85 7.28 6.29 11.23 8.26 9.37 8.21 7.96 8.46
SAEN 7.38 7.66 7.99 6.56 7.02 6.59 10.71 8.92 8.93 8.29 7.66 8.89
NRMS 4.21 3.55 4.19 3.21 3.53 3.42 6.35 5.58 6.01 5.79 5.52 5.45
NSAEN 7.08 7.08 8.13 6.85 7.28 6.29 11.23 8.26 9.37 8.21 7.96 8.46
Table 5.6: Intersession and intersubject within class distance (Din,intersession &
Din,intersubject)
Within & Intersession Within & Intersubject
Electrode Zig Parallel Zig Parallel
Subject S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2
RMS 6.82 6.42 26.93 20.01 10.93 36.62
SAEN 6.70 6.06 25.67 17.21 10.10 31.53
NRMS 2.78 2.16 7.12 5.55 3.82 8.97
NSAEN 10.05 10.53 18.49 24.18 14.79 28.33
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Table 5.7: Intersession and intersubject between class distance (Dbetween,intersession &
Dbetween,intersubject)
Between & intersession Between & intersubject
Electrode Zig Parallel Zig Paralell
Subject S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2
RMS 8.83 8.12 17.93 13.97 8.36 15.16
SAEN 8.81 8.16 20.38 14.87 8.43 16.76
NRMS 4.27 3.92 7.91 7.29 4.17 7.27
NSAEN 9.66 9.49 16.40 15.48 8.92 14.14
Table 5.8: Intrasession EMG pattern repeatability test (accuracy)
Subject 1 Subject 2
Zig Paralell Zig Paralell
Feature Classifier Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 MEAN
RMS
KNN 0.999 0.997 0.998 0.998 0.998 0.996 0.996 0.995 0.993 0.996 0.993 0.993 0.996
LDA 0.988 0.989 0.990 0.988 0.990 0.989 0.989 0.988 0.988 0.988 0.987 0.988 0.988
SAEN
KNN 0.979 0.981 0.983 0.987 0.982 0.984 0.979 0.975 0.974 0.981 0.976 0.973 0.979
LDA 0.990 0.988 0.989 0.993 0.987 0.989 0.985 0.984 0.983 0.986 0.984 0.982 0.987
NRMS
KNN 0.999 0.998 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.997 0.996 0.995 0.993 0.995 0.994 0.993 0.996
LDA 0.988 0.989 0.990 0.988 0.990 0.989 0.989 0.988 0.988 0.988 0.987 0.988 0.988
NSAEN
KNN 0.982 0.983 0.984 0.990 0.984 0.985 0.980 0.977 0.975 0.982 0.977 0.975 0.981
LDA 0.990 0.988 0.989 0.993 0.987 0.989 0.985 0.984 0.983 0.986 0.984 0.982 0.987
MEAN 0.989 0.989 0.990 0.992 0.990 0.990 0.987 0.986 0.985 0.988 0.985 0.984
four features. In any case, D(in, intrasession)s are smaller than 1.00, indicating low
intraclass variabilities. Data of Table 5.5 are the between class distance of 12 sessions.
In contrast, D(in, intrasession)s are much lower than D(in, intersession), show-
ing good intraclass repeatability and interclass separateness. Both tables demonstrate
a shorter distance when NRMS feature is applied. Table 5.6 demonstrates the within
class distance of intersession test and intersubject test. Obviously, the within class
distance under zig electrode layout is smaller than that under parallel electrode layout
regardless of the features. The same rule is also found in intersession and intersubject
between class distance test.
The results of PR repeatability test are displayed in Tables 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10, where
the impact of different features, classifiers and electrode layouts on classification ac-
curacy is demonstrated. The data in Table 5.8 are averaged from 11 hand motions (rest
motion is included). Intrasession classification accuracy is higher than 97% regardless
of subjects, electrode layouts, sessions, features and classifiers. Further intersession
(Table 5.9) and intersubject (Table 5.10) test show an obvious accuracy decrease.
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Table 5.9: Intersession (interday) EMG pattern repeatability test (accuracy)
Zig (Day X→Day Y ) Parallel (Day X→Day Y )
Feature Subject Classifier 0→1 0→2 1→0 1→2 2→0 2→1 0→1 0→2 1→0 1→2 2→0 2→1 MEAN
RMS
S1
KNN 0.86 0.86 0.88 0.72 0.78 0.77 0.91 0.93 0.84 0.80 0.79 0.70 0.82
LDA 0.66 0.69 0.71 0.61 0.85 0.63 0.62 0.75 0.68 0.71 0.75 0.62 0.69
S2
KNN 0.78 0.78 0.55 0.76 0.65 0.66 0.87 0.57 0.84 0.88 0.74 0.84 0.74
LDA 0.60 0.85 0.66 0.71 0.70 0.68 0.74 0.56 0.68 0.77 0.61 0.71 0.69
SAEN
S1
KNN 0.81 0.79 0.85 0.71 0.85 0.75 0.85 0.85 0.89 0.83 0.86 0.82 0.82
LDA 0.83 0.81 0.88 0.63 0.82 0.61 0.87 0.86 0.87 0.72 0.80 0.79 0.79
S2
KNN 0.80 0.84 0.77 0.91 0.84 0.90 0.88 0.84 0.83 0.83 0.84 0.83 0.84
LDA 0.81 0.86 0.83 0.90 0.80 0.93 0.91 0.89 0.86 0.85 0.82 0.79 0.85
NRMS
S1
KNN 0.81 0.74 0.92 0.80 0.82 0.86 0.93 0.87 0.97 0.78 0.90 0.92 0.86
LDA 0.48 0.50 0.82 0.69 0.73 0.49 0.79 0.91 0.84 0.54 0.86 0.84 0.71
S2
KNN 0.95 0.90 0.95 0.67 0.92 0.68 0.93 0.89 0.89 0.65 0.86 0.65 0.83
LDA 0.70 0.62 0.85 0.73 0.87 0.83 0.80 0.86 0.86 0.79 0.87 0.67 0.79
NSAEN
S1
KNN 0.71 0.75 0.75 0.61 0.65 0.60 0.82 0.81 0.84 0.59 0.68 0.61 0.70
LDA 0.64 0.75 0.73 0.61 0.64 0.53 0.79 0.78 0.84 0.58 0.68 0.57 0.68
S2
KNN 0.61 0.55 0.53 0.87 0.70 0.77 0.59 0.50 0.54 0.67 0.70 0.72 0.65
LDA 0.52 0.41 0.58 0.75 0.71 0.80 0.54 0.44 0.50 0.65 0.69 0.72 0.61
MEAN 0.72 0.73 0.77 0.73 0.77 0.72 0.80 0.77 0.80 0.73 0.78 0.74
Table 5.10: Intersubject EMG pattern repeatability test (accuracy)
Zig (Day X→Day Y ) Paralell (Day X→Day Y )
Feature Classifier S1→S2 S2→S1 S1→S2 S2→S1 MEAN
RMS
KNN 0.47 0.60 0.36 0.42 0.46
LDA 0.29 0.60 0.25 0.37 0.38
SAEN
KNN 0.57 0.60 0.49 0.49 0.54
LDA 0.61 0.60 0.43 0.44 0.52
NRMS
KNN 0.59 0.54 0.41 0.40 0.49
LDA 0.55 0.47 0.30 0.29 0.41
NSAEN
KNN 0.58 0.57 0.53 0.49 0.54
LDA 0.58 0.60 0.41 0.42 0.50
MEAN 0.53 0.57 0.40 0.42
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Fig. 5.3 compares different attributes that affect sEMG signal waveform repeata-
bility. Significant evidence (p-value < 0.005) shows that the repeatability of EMG
waveform under zig electrode layout is higher than that under parallel electrode lay-
out, regardless of features and test-retest strategies. The overall increase reaches up
to 28.7% in this experiment. In addition, it is also found that the repeatability en-
hancement because of electrode layout optimisation is more profound at RMS (47.8%),
followed by NRMS (25%), SAEN (19.6%) and NSAEN (8.8%). This result reflects
that SAEN is more stable than RMS, which is consistent with the findings in (Phiny-
omark et al., 2013). Thus, it is believed that a stable feature can reduce the negative
effect of an inferior electrode layout. Moreover, we also investigate the influence of
test-retest strategies on sEMG signal waveform repeatability, and results show that the
enhancement induced by electrode layout changes are 14.1%, 28.4% and 43.4% for
intrasession, interday and intersubject test, respectively. It is worth noting that EMG
waveform fluctuation is less evident for intrasession test than interday test, than in-
tersubject test, and as thus it may conclude that electrode layout optimisation could
achieve more significant impact on many changeable EMG signals.
Pattern recognition based sEMG repeatability comparison result is shown in Fig.
5.4. It is not difficult to identify that the test-retest strategy dominates the classification
accuracy. In intrasession test, there is no significant evidence showing the positive
influence of electrode layout and EMG feature, but the overall classification accuracy
is approximately 99%, which suggests that if the training and testing session occur
under the same wear of electrode sleeve, the intended hand motions are very likely to
be recognised. However, if a classifier is trained by the data of one session but tested
in another session (including intersubject sessions), the classification accuracy reduces
evidently (p-value< 0.005), but the use of zig electrode configuration can obtain better
classification performance than parallel layout (p-value < 0.05). The overall increase
is about 3.4%, 14.8% for intersession and intersubject test, respectively. Similar to the
findings in EMG waveform repeatability test, normalisation to maximum feature value
can improve EMG pattern repeatability.
Fig. 5.6 demonstrates the radio (Rd) of within and between class distance. The
values of Rd in intrasession test are around 5 that is much higher than intersession test
(Rd ≈ 1) (p-value < 0.005) and intersubject test (Rd ≈ 0.6) (p-value < 0.005), which
is consistent with the findings of waveform repeatability test and pattern repeatability
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Figure 5.3: A comparison result of intrasession, interday and intersubject waveform
repeatability test
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Figure 5.4: A comparison result of intrasession, interday and intersubject EMG pattern
repeatability test
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Figure 5.5: Comparison results of within class distance and between class distance
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Figure 5.6: A comparison of distance radio Rd between two types of electrode layouts
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test. In intrasession test, parallel electrode layout has higher Rd than zig electrode
layout, but in intersession and intersubject tests, zig electrode layout outperforms the
other (p-value < 0.005). It is also found that the feature performance in intersession
and intersubject test is consistent, and NRMS can always obtain a higher Rd in both
electrode layouts. Oppositely, NRMS is inferior in intrasession test.
5.4 Discussion
This study supports the hypothesis that electrode displacement during day-to-day use
of an electrode sleeve results in less sEMG signal repeatability. In our experiment,
the daily use of prostheses by amputees is successfully mimicked by wearing and tak-
ing off the electrode sleeve, and electrode displacement exists during electrode sleeve
wearing. This study investigates some factors to mitigate the adverse effect of electrode
displacements, including the electrode configuration, EMG features, signal normalisa-
tion. Experimental results show that selecting a proper electrode layout, extracting
robust signal features and applying proper feature normalisation technology can im-
prove the repeatability of sEMG signals.
5.4.1 Surface EMG Electrode Configuration vs Repeatability
The placement of sEMG electrodes is a critical issue for the successful identification
of EMG patterns. The categories of electrode configuration have been discussed in
Section 3.5. No mater what electrode configuration is used, electrode displacement
is unavoidable, especially when the electrode is worn in different days (Simon et al.,
2012). To avoid the impact of electrode displacement, a long-time training procedure
is usually required, which becomes one of the main reasons leading to a high rejection
rate of wearing prosthetic hand (Englehart & Hudgins, 2003). As discussed by Har-
grove et al. (2006, 2008), 1cm electrode shift from a nominal electrode configuration
would reduce the classification accuracy from about 90% to 60% in a 10-class classi-
fication issue. Our experimental results reveal that the adverse influence of electrode
displacement can be mitigated.
Two low density electrode layouts are investigated in terms of sEMG repeatability,
one with 8 EMG channels and the other with 16 EMG channels. Parallel electrode
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layout is very traditional and has been applied for hand motion recognition for years,
which exists the problem of low EMG signal repeatability, especially when the elec-
trodes are worn in two sessions. Thus, this thesis proposed the zig electrode layout to
alleviate this problem. Our results prove that the overall performance of zig electrodes
layout is higher than parallel layout by 22.3% in EMG waveform repeatability test,
by 7.8% in the EMG pattern repeatability test and by 31.34% of within and between
class repeatability test. It is also found the improvement by using zig electrode layout is
more profound in intersubject (43.4%, 36.4%, 46.1%) and intersession (28.4%, 28.1%,
58.3%) test than in intrasession test (14.1%, 0%, -10%). It suggests that adjusting the
electrode layout does not make a great effort on intrasession test, in which training
and testing happen with the same wear of the electrode with less electrode displace-
ment. However, when we evaluate the sEMG signal repeatability of two experimental
sessions, zig electrode layout obviously outperforms the other in three analysing meth-
ods.
The experiment in this paper is based on sEMG, that obtains muscle activation
potentials by placing electrodes on patients’ forearm skin, which is considered as a
cheap and easy way of detecting what the patient wants the prosthesis to do (Castellini
& van der Smagt, 2009). Alternatively, needle EMG, is of high selectivity, and is less
representative of the global muscle activity and thus may provide precise control signal
for prostheses (Kamavuako et al., 2013). A study (Chapman et al., 2010) focusing
on testing the repeatability of intramuscular fine-wire EMG illustrates that the EMG
signal waveform repeatability is approximately 0.1 (NRMSD value), which is lower
than the results obtained in this paper, seen in Table 5.8. But, needle EMG would
cause uncomfortableness, inflammation and disruption of muscle tissues, and as such
it is not suitable for prosthetic applications.
5.4.2 EMG Features vs Repeatability
Feature extraction, as a part of EMG processing technologies, aims to emphasize EMG
signal waveform repeatability and highlight the motion characteristics of sEMG sig-
nals. It is reported that the success of any pattern recognition based myo-electric sys-
tem relies heavily on the choice of features rather than classifiers (Engelhart et al.,
1999; Oskoei & Hu, 2007; Tenore et al., 2009). A variety of EMG features have
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been investigated in literatures, and they can be generally classified into TD features,
FD features, and time-scale or TFD features (Oskoei & Hu, 2007; Phinyomark et al.,
2013). This paper evaluates sEMG repeatability based SAEN and RMS, which are ver-
ified as two most robust sEMG features (Phinyomark et al., 2013). Our experiments
show that SAEN outperforms RMS by 29.5%, 3.4% and 5.0% in sEMG waveform re-
peatability test, EMG pattern repeatability test, within class distance test, respectively.
These findings suggest that the degradation of EMG signal repeatability of daily use
of myo-prosthetic hand can be mitigated by selecting proper features. In this paper,
SAEN feature is more robust than RMS, which is in consistent with the points of Har-
grove et al. (2008). This result stresses the significance of sEMG feature for improving
sEMG signal repeatability.
Normalisation of EMG features has been used to improve the repeatability to en-
able more sensitive comparisons between muscles, testing sessions and participants
(Chapman et al., 2010). This paper normalises features to the maximum value of the
tested feature series, which is confirmed by Chapman et al. (2010) that it provides a
more repeatable measurement of muscle recruitment than normalisation to maximum
voluntary contraction (MVC) (Hashemi Oskouei et al., 2013). This paper shows that
the overall increase of sEMG signal waveform repeatability after normalisation is by
43.7%, and this enhancement in EMG pattern repeatability test and within class dis-
tance test are 8.5%, 19.8%, respectively. Thus, it is believed that EMG feature normal-
isation can eliminate the diversity of different muscles, individuals and sessions, and
provides repeatable EMG patterns among different hand motions.
5.4.3 Hand Motions vs Repeatability
Fig. 5.7 displays the confusion matrix of PR repeatability test, which reflects that
the repeatability of EMG patterns is related to hand motion types. Among all the
hand motions, the rest motion can be identified from other motions with almost 100%
accuracy. Intuitively, this result reflects the truth that no forearm muscle is active
while a hand rest as the essential difference between other motions. It is also found
that motions of WP, WS, FI, FM, FR and FL could be misclassified into HC or HO
sometimes and HC or HO can also be classified into WP, WS, FI, FM, FR and FL. It
is possibly due to random forearm muscle recruitment while subjects performing HC
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(a) Intrasession, Zig, kNN (b) Intrasession, Zig, LDA
(c) Intrasession, Parallel, kNN (d) Intrasession, Parallel, LDA
(e) Interday, Zig, kNN (f) Interday, Zig, LDA
(g) Interday, Parallel, kNN (h) Interday, Parallel, LDA
Figure 5.7: Confusion matrix of pattern recognition based repeatability test
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and HO. From all the confusion matrix displayed in Fig. 5.7, WF and WE are of great
classification accuracies, which is due to that both motions are controlled by opposite
superficial muscles: FCUM, FCRM and ECUM, seen in Fig. 4.10. In anatomy, PQM
and PTM serve to pronate (WP) and SUP functions to supinate (WS). In the confusion
matrix, WP tends to be misclassified into FI and FM, and vice versa. A possible reason
is that PQM locates at the edge of the electrode sleeve and is covered by FDSM that
determines finger flexion. Moreover, FI, FM, FR and FL could be misclassified to each
other, which is possibly due to that these motions are activated by the same muscles,
FDSM and FDPM. The above discussions disclose that 1) the classification results
can be explained by the positional relationship between EMG channels and muscles;
2) it is reasonable to choose discriminative hand motions to improve hand motion
classification accuracy, and 3) pattern recognition classification accuracy is not only
related to the repeatability of EMG pattern, but also related to the distinguishability
among EMG patterns.
5.5 Summary
This chapter implements an experiment to investigate the factors that influence the re-
peatability of EMG signals/patterns. EMG data of 11 hand motions are collected by
the proposed EMG signal acquisition system with two types of electrode configura-
tion. The experimental procedure simulates the daily use of a prosthetic hand. Three
off-line analysis approaches are utilised to comprehensively carry out this study: wave-
form shape repeatability test, EMG pattern repeatability test, within and between class
distance test, and three test methods are involved in: intrasubject test, intersession test
and intersubject test. The results of this chapter reveal that 1) proper electrode layout
can improve the repeatability of EMG signal (zig electrode layout outperforms paral-
lel electrode layout); 2) robust EMG feature contributes to EMG signal repeatability (
SAEN is more robust than RMS); 3) Feature normalisation can eliminate EMG signal
diversity among different sessions and subjects.
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Chapter 6
Classifier Feedback in Enhancing
EMG Pattern Repeatability
6.1 Introduction
Pattern recognition (PR) offers amputees a natural, intuitive way of interacting with the
increasing functionality of modern myoelectric prostheses (Powell & Thakor, 2013).
While PR-based control is certainly attractive, it is still a challenge to implement it
in clinics due to low robustness. Within-class repeatability and between-class distin-
guishability determine the success of EMG PR-based prosthetic hand interaction. This
chapter aims to improve EMG pattern consistency through proper training strategies.
Different from the term “training” that describes algorithm training in supervised PR
methods, where training dataset is applied to adjust the parameters of the algorithms.
Here, as mentioned in the “training strategy”, “training” is the form of skill training
(Powell & Thakor, 2013).
The first question this study seeks to answer is whether classifier feedback can
improve classification accuracy comparing with situations when classifier feedback is
disable. It is well reported that the classification accuracy would drop in long term
use because sEMG signals change with time increase. Many reasons lead to this phe-
nomenon, like electrode displacement and muscle fatigue. In order to avoid classifica-
tion accuracy drops, classifier feedback provides the user a valuable reference to help
subject adjust its muscular activity to follow suit. However, to deal with these feed-
back informations, users are likely to pay more attention on generating sEMG control
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commands. Additionally, the feedback information can be of different modalities, thus
we will also response to the question what modalities of classifier feedback are more
effective.
The second question is whether a short-term user training with classifier feedback
can exert positive impacts on EMG PR-based classification without feedback. It con-
cerns the problem whether the users can intuitively generate intended EMG patterns
after training. Classifier feedback requires users paying more attention to the prosthetic
systems. But if the users can still maintain a high level of EMG pattern consistency
after training, classifier feedback is not constantly needed. Moreover, this paper is to
evaluate two training strategies: final decision feedback (FDF) training strategy and
visual trajectory feedback (VTF) training strategy. These two training strategy adopts
two modalities of classifier feedback, and their influences on EMG PR-based hand
motion recognition will be evaluated.
Some of related works concentrating on the training strategy for PR based myo-
prosthetic control are listed below. Powell & Thakor (2013) who systematically illus-
trate the significance of training in the clinical implementation of PR-based prosthetic
hand interaction and propose a three-phase training framework for learning PR-based
control for myoelectric prostheses. Powell et al. (2014) assess the ability of four tran-
sradial amputees to control a virtual prosthesis capable of nine classes of movement
both before and after a two-week training period, which witnesses an average increase
in movement completion percentage from 70.8% to 99.8%, and an average improve-
ment in normalised movement completion time from 1.47 to 1.13, and an average
increase in movement classifier accuracy from 77.5% to 94.4%. Their experimental
results reveal that each subject can form a unique and effective strategy for improving
the consistency and/or distinguishability.
The remaining part of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 6.2 introduces
the concept of classifier feedback and 2D VTF generated by principle component anal-
ysis (PCA). Section 6.3 describes the methodology for evaluating the use of classifier
feedback, where subjects, real-time hand motion recognition system, the Fisher’s LDA
classifier and the experimental protocol are also discussed. Section 6.4 and 6.5 demon-
strate the experimental results and some discussions.
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6.2 Classifier feedback
Decoding bio-signals into commands to control a robotic prosthesis is a feedforward
path, but the feedback path is somewhat missing. Vision is the natural feedback path
that is utilised during interacting robotic hand. For the human hand, it not only has pro-
prioception, but also owns sensation, like tactile, pressure, stiffness and temperature,
when contacts an object. These multimodal feelings are comprehensively incepted by
the human body controller to adjust hand gestures and grasping.
Currently, many approaches have been designed to integrate the feedback informa-
tion into the perception system of amputees and allow them to have better sense of
body ownership (Blefari et al., 2011). Targeted sensory reinnervation (Hebert et al.,
2014), TMR (Keehoon & Colgate, 2012; Marasco et al., 2009; Sensinger et al., 2009),
intracortical microstimulation (Berg et al., 2013) and nerve stimulation (Dhillon et al.,
2005; Rossini et al., 2010) have been proved as possible approaches to active the per-
ception system of the human body. To avoid surgery of the above methods, feedback
information also can be transferred to a less functional skin by vibrotactile stimulation
(D’Alonzo et al., 2014; Rombokas et al., 2013; Witteveen et al., 2014), mechanotactile
stimulation(Antfolk et al., 2013) and electrotactile (Damian et al., 2012; Westerveld
et al., 2012) stimulation.
Traditionally, the feedback source is the angle of a prosthetic hand joint or the
force of a finger tip. After training, subjects can have the ability to feel the state of a
prosthetic hand if the skin being placed by stimulation array appears a distinct stim-
ulation pattern. Separate from the above feedback concept that obtains the feedback
source from a prosthetic hand, classifier feedback acquires feedback information di-
rectly from classifiers before being translated into control commands. The comparison
demonstration of two types of feedback is given in Fig. 6.1. Fig. 6.1(a) is the tradi-
tional vision based prosthetic feedback and the feedback information is from a robotic
hand. Fig. 6.1(b) demonstrates the classifier feedback, where feedback information is
from the classifier.
This chapter further categorises classifier feedback into FDF and VTF according to
the difference of the feedback information modalities. FDF allows a user to know the
classification output, and consequently to judge if the output is in accordance with his
or her intention. To understand VTF, the principle of a classifier should be introduced
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Motor 
Controller Classifier 
Signal Processing, 
Feature Extraction 
Vision Feedback 
EMG Signals Features 
(a) Traditional vision feedback for myo-prosthetic hand control
Motor 
Controller Classifier 
Signal Processing, 
Feature Extraction 
Vision Feedback 
EMG Signals Features 
(b) classifier feedback for myo-prosthetic hand control
Figure 6.1: A comparison demonstration between traditional vision feedback and clas-
sifier feedback
in advance. In a supervised PR system, a classifier needs to be trained using a dataset,
and then classify an input sample into a certain class through calculating its similar-
ity (e.g. Euclidean Distance) for each class in the dataset. VTF supplies users with
the centroids of the classes of the training dataset as well as the current and previous
several input sample points (forming a trajectory) moving among these centroids. To
visually demonstrate the centroids and input trajectory on a screen, the dimension of
the input vector should be reduced to 2.
6.2.1 Principal Component Analysis based VTF
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a mathematical procedure that uses an orthog-
onal transformation to convert a set of observations of possibly correlated variables
into a set of values of uncorrelated variables called principal components. Principal
components are guaranteed to be independent only if the dataset is jointly normally
distributed. The central idea of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a dataset con-
sisting of a large number of interrelated variables, while retaining the variation of the
dataset as much as possible. This is achieved by transforming the original variables
to a new set, termed principal components. These components are uncorrelated and
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ordered, so that the first few retain most of information of original variables (Jolliffe,
2002).
Consider a K-class dataset of observations X = (x1,x2, ...,xN), xn is a column
vector with dimensionality D, where n = 1, ..., N . The K discrete classes is indicated
by Ck where k = 1, ..., K. The purpose of PCA is to reduce the dimension to M ,
M ≤ D, while maximise the variance of the projected data. The procedure of principle
components calculation are as follows. Firstly, calculate the sample set mean,
x =
1
N
N∑
n=1
xn. (6.1)
Secondly, calculate the covariance matrix,
Σ =
1
N
N∑
n=1
(xn − x)(xn − x)T. (6.2)
Then, find the M eigenvector of Σ, u1,u2, ...,uM , that are ordered to the M largest
eigenvalues, λ1, λ2, ..., λM ,
Σum = λmum, (6.3)
where m = 1, 2, ...,M . The consequent transformation matrix is
U = (u1,u2, ...,uM) (6.4)
Given aD-dimensional feature vector a = (a1, a2, ..., aD), the output a′ = (a′1, a
′
2, ..., a
′
M)
is calculated by
a′ = UTa. (6.5)
In 2D VTF, the transformation matrix is calculated from the training dataset, and
the reduced dimension M is set to 2. Each centroid of the training observations of
each class is displayed on a screen, which allows subjects to have a visual perception
of different hand motions by means of centroids’ positions. Besides, the latest several
high-dimensional input feature vectors are also transformed by the same matrix to
generate a 2D trajectory.
Fig. 6.2 shows a moment of VTF. Nine solid circuits with the colours, red, blue,
brown, bright green, cyan, magenta, green, bright cyan and bright blue are the centroids
of 9 classes of a training dataset. The number under each solid circuit is the class label.
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force axis 
Figure 6.2: VTF Illustration
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The black solid circuit is the current input sample point, and the following small dots
form a trajectory of the previous several input samples. In this figure, the trajectory
indicates a hand motion transformation from motion 1 to motion 6.
6.3 Methodology
6.3.1 Subjects
Twelve healthy subjects [Age: 32.4±6.7, Weight: 64.7±8.8 kg, Height: 170.7±7.2
cm, Forearm Size: 24.2±1.7 cm, Gender: 8 males and 4 females] are employed in
this experiment. They had no history of muscular injury in the forearm. None of them
have experience on sEMG based hand motion recognition. The experiment has been
approved by the ethic committee of the University of Portsmouth.
6.3.2 Real-time Hand Motion Recognition Scheme
An EMG based real-time hand motion recognition system is constructed to imple-
ment this experiment. The overall system includes an sEMG signal capturing device
as demonstrated in Chapter 3, a software for EMG signal processing, recording and
embedded classifier algorithms. There are 16 bi-polar sEMG channels with 1 kHz
sampling frequency and 12 bits ADC absolution. All the sEMG signals are processed
by a comb filter to remove 50 Hz power line noises and its harmonic. The only RMS
feature is extracted with 300 ms window size and 50 ms interval. An online procedure
is implemented to normalise the RMS input as the following formula.
RMSnormalised(t) =
RMS(t)−RMSmin(t)
RMSmax(t)−RMSmin(t) , (6.6)
where RMS is the current input; RMSmin and RMSmax are the lowest and highest
values of the previous RMS before time t.
The procedure of the experiment is separated into two phases: training dataset
collection and motion classification. The diagram of training dataset collection is dis-
played in Fig. 6.3, which simply records the EMG signals of different hand motions
and meanwhile obtain the RMS features. Fig. 6.4 is the diagram of motion recog-
nition. A classifier (i.e. Euclidean Distance based Fisher’s LDA) loads the training
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Feature  
Extraction 
Comb 
Filter 
Training 
Data 
Capturing 
Training 
Dataset 
EMG signals 
Figure 6.3: The diagram of training data collection
dataset to adjust algorithm parameters and PCA uses the training dataset to obtain the
transformation matrix and meanwhile generate the centroids of each class. After that,
the trained classifier runs to recognise the hand motions in real-time and the function
of classifier feedback can be manually turned on or off. In Fig. 6.4, feedback approach
selection works to choose different modalities of feedback information: no feedback,
FDF and VTF.
6.3.3 Fisher’s LDA
PCA is an unsupervised method that finds the main components of a dataset for di-
mensional reduction, in which the class label information is not used. Whereas, LDA
as a supervised approach, takes the label information into account to create a transfor-
mation matrix in order to maximise the classification accuracy.
Similar to PCA, LDA is also to find a transformation matrix W, indicating a N -
dimensional space, that maximises the class separation from an originalD-dimensional
space. Vector wk indicates one direction in the transformation space, where k =
1, 2, ..., N , and W = (w1, w2, ..., wN). So that any point in the original space can
be projected to the new N -dimensional space by
y = WTx. (6.7)
The criterion of Fisher-LDA is to maximise the following objective:
J(wk) =
wTk SBwk
wTk SWwk
, (6.8)
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Figure 6.4: The diagram of real-time hand motion recognition
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where SB is the between-class covariance matrix and SW is the within-classe covari-
ance matrix, given by
SB =
K∑
k=1
(µk − x¯)(µk − x¯)T (6.9)
and
SW =
K∑
k=1
∑
x∈Ck
(x− µk)(x− µk)T (6.10)
where x¯ is the overall mean of the data-cases, and µk is the mean of the data-cases in
class Ck.
µk =
1
Nk
∑
x∈Ck
x (6.11)
and
µk =
1
N
K∑
k=1
Nkµk. (6.12)
To maximize the objective in Equ.6.8, a Lagrangian function can be created as follows:
L(wk, λ) = w
T
k SBwk − λ(wTk SWwk − c) (6.13)
where c is a constant. Let
∂L(wk, λ)
∂wk
= SBwk − λSwwk = 0, (6.14)
then
S−1W SBwk = λwk, (6.15)
which becomes a generalised eigenvalue problem. w1 is the eigenvector corresponding
to the largest eigenvalue of S−1W SB, and w2 corresponds to the second largest eigen-
value, an so forth. Note that there will be at most K−1 eignvectors with non-zero real
corresponding eigenvalues, since the rank of SB is at most one fewer than number of
classes (Bishop, 2006; Welling, 2005).
With a weight matrix W obtained from the data-cases, the original data-cases X
are transformed by Equ.6.7 to generate another data-cases Y with smaller SB and
larger SW . The output class of LDA with Euro Distance can be obtained by
c = argmink=1,2,...,N
√√√√ D∑
i=1
(xi − µ′k,i)2, (6.16)
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Figure 6.5: The time sequence of training dataset recording and hand motion online
recognition
where
µ′k =
1
Nk
∑
y∈Ck
y (6.17)
is the centroid of the data-cases in class Ck.
6.3.4 Experimental Protocol
The subjects are assisted by the author to wear the electrode sleeve as described in Fig.
3.20. After that, the author starts to introduce the hand motions and let them to be
familiar with cue signals (i.e. pictures demonstrating 9 hand motions), and meanwhile
introduce the software GUI.
Fig. 6.5 shows a session of hand motions for training dataset recording and hand
motion recognition. Each session lasts for 100 seconds. During the first 10 seconds,
subjects are required to move their wrist and fingers randomly for sEMG signal nor-
malisation. The first cue signal is given at the time point 10s. Then, subjects would
have 5s to prepare the hand motion. The EMG signals collected during hand motion
preparation are not used as parts of training dataset or be taken to calculate the hand
motion classification accuracy. After hand motion preparation, subjects are required
to maintain a hand motion for 5s until the next cue signal is given. The cue signals
are randomly given in any order, and each cue signal last for 10s (the first 5s for hand
motion preparation and the rest 5s for maintaining a hand motion). The sEMG signals
captured during hand motion maintaining would be recorded as part of training dataset
or be used to calculate hand motion classification accuracy.
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Figure 6.6: The experimental scene of real-time VTF based hand motion recognition
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(b) VTF training strategy
Figure 6.7: Two types of training strategies
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Twelve subjects are randomly separated into two groups to implement two training
strategies: FDF training strategy (Fig. 6.7(a)) and VTF training strategy (Fig. 6.7(a)).
A training strategy is a training procedure that consists of several hand motion recog-
nition sessions. Both strategies require a session for training dataset recording. After
that, 10 pairs of recognition sessions are carried out, and a pair of sessions consist of
two sessions with and without classifier feedback. After each recognition session, the
classification accuracy is recorded. The difference between two training strategies is
the type of feedback information. In FDF training strategy, the feedback information
is a classifier’s final decision, while in VTF training strategy, the feedback information
is visual trajectory (seen in Fig. 6.2). Fig. 6.6 demonstrates an experimental scene of
real-time VTF based hand motion recognition.
6.4 Results
In VTF training strategy, the averaged hand motion classification accuracy using LDA
across ten sessions and six subjects without classifier feedback is 72.7± 15.2 %, which
is lower than the accuracy (80.4 ± 6.0 %) with feedback by around 7.7 %. In FDF
training strategy, the averaged accuracy using LDA without feedback is 63.3 ± 11.7
%, which is lower than that of classifier feedback based classification accuracy (65.8±
11.9 %) by 2.5%. This result indicates that classifier feedback, no matter VTF or FDF,
contributes to the classification accuracy. The result also reveals that VTF can make
more profound impact on the classification accuracy than FDF. Fig. 6.8 demonstrates
the hand motion classification accuracy of each subject. Together with LDA, SVM 1
classifier is also utilised to recognise the hand motion. Comparing two classifiers, the
classification accuracy are similar and there is no significant evidence showing which
classifier is better than the other.
The results positively answered the first question of this chapter, however the sec-
ond question is not sure yet. To answer this question, ten hand motion recognition
sessions are divided into 3 phases: initial phase (session 1-3), during training phase
(session 4-7) and trained phase (session 8-10). Fig. 6.9 shows the tendency of classi-
fication accuracy among different phases, where the accuracy during training phase is
1LIBSVM with radial basis function (RBF) kernel (degree = 3, gamma = 0.0001, coef0 = 0)
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Figure 6.8: The hand motion classification accuracy of each subject
set to zero, and the accuracies of initial phase and trained phase are set as relative accu-
racy to during training phase. In VTF training strategy, five of six subjects demonstrate
an obvious accuracy decrease from the initial phase to the during training phase, seen
in Fig. 6.9(a), while in FDF training strategy, only half of the subjects show accuracy
drops (seen in Fig. 6.9(b)). It is possibly because that subjects need more time familiar
with the VTF . But after initial training phase, there is a significant evidence (p-value<
0.05) showing that the classification accuracy increases from the during training phase
to the trained phase in VTF training strategy, whereas the averaged accuracy drops by
2.9 % in FDF training strategy. Therefore, VTF training strategy can improve classi-
fication accuracy when feedback is turned off, but FDF training strategy is not able to
achieve the same effect. In addition, VTF can compensate the nature of classification
drops with time increase, as seen in Fig. 6.9(c), but it is not so obvious in FDF, as seen
in Fig. 6.9(d).
6.5 Discussion
This chapter utilises classifier feedback to improve the sEMG signal output stabil-
ity by increasing within-class repeatability. Generally, this chapter comprehensively
evaluates the effect of classifier feedback in real-time hand motion recognition. The
experimental results have primarily answered the questions presented in 6.1. Firstly,
classifier feedback information contributes to the classification accuracy, no matter in
FDF or VTF, but VTF has a more positive influence on the accuracy than the other.
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Figure 6.9: Hand motion classification accuracy tendency for different training strate-
gies
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Secondly, after a period of feedback training, a subject can somewhat improve his/her
classification accuracy in no feedback situation and VTF training strategy can achieve
more significant improvement than FDF training strategy.
These results prove the importance of classifier feedback in improving the robust-
ness of users’ sEMG output. After experiments, subjects conclude three aspects that
should be cared for generating consistent sEMG patterns. The most important factor
is the force. It is found that, in most cases, once a subject identifies an incorrect clas-
sification result on the screen, he or she prefers to apply more force on a static motion,
resulting in a farther distance between the centroid and the input sample point. Actu-
ally, this phenomenon can be easily resolved by VTF, which owns an underlying force
axis that originated from the rest point to the mass center of the rest centroids, as seen
in Fig. 6.2. During repeated training procedures, subjects can discover this rule more
easily in VTF training strategy than in FDF training strategy. Another factor influenc-
ing the repeatability of sEMG signals is slight changes of the intended hand motion.
For instance, when a subject is doing the motion of “fine pinch”, the rest three fingers
can be extended out or kept relax. Similarly, the wrist angle of the same motion would
also influences the classification results. This problem restricts the application of PR
technology in clinic, as been consistently described in (Powell & Thakor, 2013; Powell
et al., 2014). In the experiment, both training strategies with different classifier feed-
back help subjects to adjust deviation of a hand motions, in order to match the previous
EMG patterns of the training dataset. Some of subjects even complained that they did
not remember the motions during training dataset recording session. Otherwise, they
could improve their performances. Furthermore, another factor influences the classi-
fication accuracy is subjects’ mental state, which is especially obvious in no feedback
situation. Many subjects report that the more relax while performing a hand motion,
and the higher classification accuracy tends to be achieved. Thus, it is reasonable to
believe that classifier feedback training can improve the consistency of sEMG patterns
for intuitive prosthetic hand manipulation.
The hand motion classification accuracy (9 classes) in this paper is relatively lower
than that in previous chapters, and also lower than some related results in literatures,
as seen in Appendix B. It is not the purpose of this chapter to pursue higher absolute
classification accuracy. More importantly, we measure the changes of classification
accuracy in different training strategies. For improving the absolute accuracy, several
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approaches can be attempted. Firstly, the training dataset can be enlarged to include
more dynamics of a hand motion. Currently, there are only 100 samples of each motion
are utilised to train a classifier. As reported by Lorrain et al. (2011), the performance
of PR algorithms can be significantly improved by optimising the choice of training
dataset. Secondly, only the amplitude of sEMG signal (the RMS feature) is used in
the experiment, and thus more features can be employed to increase the accuracy.
Thirdly, all the experiments are implemented on-line, and it is reasonable to accept that
the result of on-line experiments is inferior than that of off-line analysis. Finally, the
training dataset is captured at the very beginning after subjects wearing the electrode
sleeve and the signal-noise ratio of EMG signal is not high.
Furthermore, a promising application of classifier feedback is to generate stimula-
tion patterns on the skin surface by any stimulation technology. Once such a close loop
is established, users can get rid of visual attentions from the screen. To implement it,
stimulation training is required to map the centroids of data-cases of each class and
the classification output to stimulation patterns, and users can sense stimulation pat-
tern changes and their meanings, just like visually sensing the points and results on the
screen.
6.6 Summary
This chapter proposes a concept of classifier feedback to improve sEMG signal re-
peatability and classification accuracy in long-term use of PR based myo-prosthetic
hand interaction. Two modalities of classifier feedback are presented, namely FDF
and VTF. The corresponding training strategies are termed as FDF training strategy
and VTF training strategy. This chapter compares them in hand motion classification.
The results suggest that VTF training strategy can supply users with intuitive hand
motion related information. Accordingly, users can adapt their force and motions to
generate repeatable sEMG patterns. More importantly, the positive impact of VTF
training strategy even exists when VTF is disabled.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions
7.1 Overview
This thesis aims to improve the quality of sEMG PR-based prosthetic hand interac-
tion. Started from the literature review of various human machine interfaces and their
functionalities in interacting protheses, PR-based sEMG signal decoding methods are
surveyed.
Firstly, a multi-channel sEMG signal acquisition system is developed to obtain
the muscular activities on the forearm, and multiple noise suppression techniques are
applied to enhance the quality of sEMG signals. Secondly, to compensate for the ran-
domness of EMG signals, EMG features are extracted based on incremental window
technology. Experiments are implemented to reveal the relationship among feature
types, incremental window coefficients, normalisation and scaling coefficients, com-
puting speed and classification accuracy. Inspired from the proposed EMG map, this
thesis puts forward a feature, termed as MA feature, to indicate the most active muscle
groups while subjects preform hand motions. Then, Chapter 5 and 6 start to discuss
the influence of electrode layout and classifier feedback in sEMG signal or sEMG pat-
terns repeatability. On one hand, it is emphasised that (a) the optimisation of electrode
configuration can improve sEMG signal repeatability and the proposed zig electrode
layout outperforms traditional electrode layout; (b) robust sEMG feature can be se-
lected to reduce sEMG sensitivity, and (c) feature normalisation to maximum value
can provide higher sEMG signal repeatability. On the other hand, the concept of clas-
sifier feedback is proposed to allow patients learning to generate repeatable sEMG
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pattern, especially when VTF training strategy is applied.
7.2 Contributions
In this thesis, a sEMG signal capturing system with novel electrode configuration is
proposed. All the experiments implemented in this paper are based on this customised
EMG device. Concentrating on the issue of improving hand motion classification ac-
curacy and sEMG signal repeatability, this thesis additionally involves EMG signal
features, EMG signal repeatability analysis methods and the use of classifier feedback.
7.2.1 Multi-channel sEMG Acquisition System
With a good understanding of the theoretical background of sEMG signal, Section 3.3
demonstrates a single channel sEMG amplifier, which consists of a passive low pass
filter that works to remove radio frequency interference, an instrumentation amplifier
(In-amp) to enlarge signals and suppress common mode noises, a band pass filter that
functions to remove low frequency motion artefacts and hight frequency white noise,
a notch filter serving to suppress power line noise with fixed frequency at 50 Hz or 60
Hz and an main amplifier with adjustable gain. Except for hardware noise suppression,
a comb filter is also integrated to remove power line noises further as described in
section 3.4.4. Meanwhile, a framework of software (in section 3.4.3) is proposed to
acquire multi-channel EMG signals as well as processing and analysing EMG signal
synchronously. Based on this framework, the firmware for MCU and the software for
the PC are designed.
7.2.2 Electrode Sleeve and Zig Electrode Configuration Layout
A flexible electrode sleeve is proposed, on which dry electrode can be easily installed
with different electrode layout, as demonstrated in Section 3.5. The electrode sleeve
can fit with different forearm sizes. A zig electrode layout with eighteen electrodes
and sixteen bi-polar EMG channels is proposed to cover forearm muscle in the study
of EMG PR-based hand motion recognition for prosthetic interaction. In chapter 5, we
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systematically compared zig electrode layout with traditional parallel electrode layout
in terms of sEMG signal repeatability, and the results confirm that zig electrode layout
can provide more consistent sEMG signal or patterns, and this advantage is especially
significant in interday and intersubject tests.
7.2.3 EMG Maps and Magnitude-angle Feature
EMG features are likely to use mathematics formula to measure the amplitude, fre-
quency and complexity of a span of EMG signals. With EMG channel number in-
creases, the relationship between channels should be taken into account, and muscles’
functions in anatomy can be used as prior knowledge to infer users’ intentions. Section
4.6 established such a bridge connecting forearm muscle functions and multi-channel
EMG signals by means of EMG maps and MA features. The specialised EMG map in
Section 4.6.1 is to understand which forearm muscle is covered by which electrodes,
and then to judge the hand motions by analysing which electrodes are experiencing
strong muscular activities. To implement this idea, the MA feature is therefore pro-
posed to identify which muscles are most active while subjects performing a hand
motion. This research also contributes to understanding the physiological principle of
hand motions.
7.2.4 Classifier Feedback
Classifier feedback is a novel concept, aiming to improve users’ ability in generating
intuitive prosthetic control commands after a period of training procedure. Final de-
cision feedback (FDF) is naturally used in real-time hand motion recognition, which
lets users aware if the classification result is consistent with his or her intention, but it
cannot improve classification accuracy significantly. Therefore, section 6.2 describes
a new feedback approach, termed visual trajectory feedback (VTF), which can supply
users with training dataset information and sEMG input in real-time. A proper training
strategy with visual trajectory feedback not only improves EMG pattern classification
accuracy when feedback is on, but also subconsciously influence users in generating
consistent EMG patterns when feedback is off.
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7.3 Future Work
In the following section, the limitations of this thesis and some directions for future
work are discussed.
7.3.1 Clinical Evaluation
In this thesis, the proposed system and methods achieves great success in able-bodied
subjects, and the next step is to evaluate them in clinic by amputees. The most cared
questions are: 1) whether the electrode sleeve is suitable for patients who are ampu-
tated from the forearm; 2) whether there exists a similar EMG map while amputee
activating their forearm muscles and 3) whether classifier feedback also functions on
amputees.
7.3.2 Multiple Sensory Bio-signals
This thesis reviews the state-of-the-art bio-signals that can be potentially used in pros-
thetic hand manipulation. However, only EMG is studied, since it is the most intuitive
bio source in interacting hand prostheses. Although considerable hand motion classifi-
cation accuracy is achieved, some inherent drawbacks of the EMG signal are hard to be
addressed. For example, muscle fatigue can lead to EMG signal changes in both time
domain and frequent domain. Thus, further work can concentrate on other bio-signals
acquisition and multi-sensory fusion technologies to improve system robustness.
7.3.3 Real-time Prosthetic Interaction
This thesis mainly focuses on improving the accuracy and robustness of decoding
EMG signals into control commands that are suitable to interact a multifunctional myo-
prosthetic hand. Although real-time performance is in the mind throughout this thesis,
the proposed system and methods have not been tested in controlling a prosthetic hand.
Certainly, a fast response time is not only related to the EMG acquisition and recog-
nition system, but also relevant to the mechanism and the controller of a prosthesis.
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Further research can include a prosthetic hand to form an entire loop to investigate the
real-time performance.
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